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4.1 Parameter values in the simulations that we analyze in this paper. B q and 
No are the background magnetic field strength and electron density in 
the solar-flare acceleration region, T^ n^itiai is the initial electron 
temperature, and pe,initiai =  8nNokB ^ .initial / Bq. Eq is the rate at which 
fast-wave energy is injected into the solar-flare acceleration region per 
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Resonant interactions between particles and plasma waves play an important role in 
both the solar wind and solar flares. The dynamics of plasma turbulence in these settings 
controls the strength of the interactions, by determining the amplitudes of the small-scale 
electromagnetic fluctuations that have the largest effect on the particles. Because turbulence 
and wave-particle interactions are so closely inter-related, it is essential to study them to­
gether. Although resonant interactions in turbulent plasmas have been studied extensively, 
most previous studies have employed highly simplified assumptions about the wave power 
spectra and/or particle velocity distributions, for example, taking the wave power spectra 
to be isotropic, or taking all the wavevectors to be parallel to the background magnetic 
field. In this work, we investigate resonant interactions between particles and weakly tur­
bulent waves in the more realistic, anisotropic, two-dimensional wavenumber and particle- 
velocity space. The quasilinear theory is adopted for the resonant interactions and weak 
turbulence theory is used to model the wave turbulence. For simplicity, we assume a ho­
mogenous plasma. In the first part of this work, we present new numerical results on res­
onant cyclotron interactions between protons and oblique Alfven/Ion-cyclotron waves in 
collisionless plasmas. We find that if some mechanism generates oblique high-frequency 
A/IC waves, then these waves initially make the proton velocity distribution function so 
anisotropic that the plasma becomes unstable to parallel waves. Parallel waves are then 
amplified to the point that they dominate the wave energy at the large wave numbers at 
which the waves resonate with protons. We show that these processes allow oblique A/IC 
waves to be more effective at heating protons than parallel A/IC waves. In the second
part of this work, we present new numerical results on the stochastic electron accelera­
tion in solar flares by weakly turbulent fast magnetosonic waves (“fast waves”). For this 
work, we assume that large-scale flows triggered by magnetic reconnection excite large- 
wavelength fast waves, and that fast-wave energy then cascades from large wavelengths to 
small wavelengths. Electron acceleration by large-wavelength fast waves is weak, and so 
the model relies upon the small-wavelength waves produced by the turbulent cascade. We 
first investigate the effects of wave escape using the wave kinetic equation for fast waves in 
weak turbulence theory, supplemented with a homogeneous wave-loss term. We find that 
the amplitude of large-wavelength fast waves must exceed a minimum threshold in order 
for a significant fraction of the wave energy to cascade to small wavelengths before the 
waves leave the acceleration region. We then investigate the effects of plasma parameters 
on the acceleration and find that the electron distribution function f t develops a power- 
law-like non-thermal tail within a restricted range of energies E G {EnUEmdJ<) .  We obtain 
approximate analytic expressions for Ent and Emax that describe how these minimum and 
maximum energies depend upon plasma parameters such as the electron temperature and 
number density. We compare our results to previous studies that assume that wave power 
spectrum and / e are isotropic and use our analysis to explain the observed hard x-ray 
spectrum seen in the June 27, 1980 flare. In our numerical simulations, the electron energy 
spectra are softer (steeper) than in models with isotropic Fk and / e and closer to the values 
inferred from observations of solar flares.
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Over the last century, the understanding of the solar atmosphere has changed consider­
ably. The outer layer of the solar atmosphere or the solar corona, which was once believed 
to be static, is now known for hosting dynamic hot plasma that contributes to many solar 
phenomena, such as the solar wind, solar flares, and coronal mass ejections (CMEs). The 
solar wind is the non-static state of plasma resulting from the expansion of hot coronal 
plasma. Solar flares and CMEs can be grouped together as solar activities involving ex­
plosions in the corona. A flare is a sudden, rapid, and intense variation in brightness and 
a CME is a massive burst of magnetic fields and solar coronal plasma being released into 
space. As a consequence, these phenomena contribute to the modification of the physi­
cal conditions in space, which may affect human activities as described by space weather. 
CMEs may have the most impact among these phenomena. They carry energetic charged 
particles possibly collide with the Earth’s magnetosphere. For example, these particles can 
also behave as currents to cause a short-circuit failure onboard satellites. These particles 
can also disturb the earth’s magnetic field to induce the corrosion of pipelines. Solar flare 
radiations may disturb the ionosphere and interrupt radio communications. Although solar 
activities are seemingly the main factors of the space weather, the effects from the solar 
wind cannot be neglected since the solar wind is a typical background state of plasma in 
interplanetary space. For example, the solar wind distorts the shape of the Earth’s mag­
netosphere providing the suitable environment for magnetospheric substorms. The few 
examples provided above are only parts of the motivation for the study of dynamic plasma
1
2in the solar corona as the origin of the mentioned phenomena. To study the corona effec­
tively, study must focus on its part. In this work, we focus on the interactions between 
plasma waves and particles and discuss its applications to the corona, the solar wind, and 
solar flares.
1.1 The Solar Corona and the Heating Problem
What we see of the Sun is a very bright round object emitting light from a distance. 
We see the layer of the Sun that mainly emits light resulting from the black-body radiation 
of materials at the temperature ~  5800 K. This visible layer is called the photosphere. We 
are unable to see any other layers of the sun above the photosphere with our bare eyes as 
the light intensity is too strong. However, the whole photosphere can be blocked during 
events such as a full solar eclipse, to reveal the solar atmosphere. Once light from the 
photosphere is blocked, what is revealed in the corona during the eclipse is light scattered 
off electrons by Thompson scattering. This light provides the first evidence of anisotropic 
and inhomogeneous structures of the solar atmosphere. As technology advanced, higher- 
energy radiation from the corona was detected. It is mainly found in the ranges of extreme 
ultraviolet and soft x-ray, indicating the coronal temperature around ~  2 million K. This 
was a surprising discovery since temperature, which is extremely high at the core of the 
Sun and continues to drop radially, rises again in the corona. Based on this discovery, the 
solar atmosphere may be redefined as the region where the temperature rises above the 
photospheric temperature. Using its temperature profile, the solar atmosphere can be di­
vided into the chromosphere, the transition region, and the corona. In the chromosphere, 
the temperature rises from the photospheric temperature to 104 K within the typical height 
~  500 to 2300 km above the photosphere, while the density drops. Above the chromo­
sphere, the temperature rapidly increases with typical distance ~  500 km to reach a few 
million K, opposite to the density that drops rapidly. This region is called the transition
region. The region above the transition region is called the corona, where the temperature 
becomes more than a million K and density which is already low continues to drop slowly.
The extremely high coronal temperature was discovered long ago, but its physics is not 
well understood. The high temperature is not transient and requires a continuous heating 
mechanism to compensate for radiative loss and thermal conduction. The heating mecha­
nism is likely related to the coronal magnetic field, whose energy density is much larger 
than the internal energy density of the coronal plasma. The magnetic structures of the 
corona are grouped into three main different areas. The first is called active regions. These 
are localized regions of strong, closed magnetic fields. Some are associated with sunspots 
and serve as tunnels, transferring energy from the inner Sun to the corona in the form of 
magnetic energy. The magnetic fields in these regions are dynamic and unstable. Thus, as 
implied by their name, they are home to activities such as large solar flares and CMEs. As 
a consequence, plasmas in these regions are strongly heated and become hotter than their 
surroundings with temperatures up to 30 MK. The second area is the quiet sun. The regions 
in this area are similar to the active regions, but their areas are larger and are filled with 
weak small-scale network-like magnetic fields. They are home to small-scale processes, 
such as nanoflares, and their temperatures are only ~  3 — 5 MK. The last area consists of 
regions filled with opened magnetic field lines and is called a coronal hole. The opened 
magnetic field is weak and extended into interplanetary space, so plasma can easily escape. 
The temperature in the coronal hole is similar to the temperature in the quiet sun, which is 
-  3 -  5 MK.
There is a scheme to explain the extremely hot corona, which takes its low density into 
consideration. If the magnetic energy is released in the photospheric plasma, the radiative 
loss can be high and the balance between the heating mechanism, the radiative loss, and the 
thermal conduction is probably at low temperature. However, plasma density in the corona 
is low, the radiative loss alone cannot reduce the heat from plasma, and the temperature
must rise until the thermal conduction becomes comparable to the heating mechanism. As 
a result, low density in the corona is crucial to its temperature. The low coronal density 
also means that energy can be transferred along the magnetic field faster than in the per­
pendicular direction, explaining why the active regions can be very hot compared to their 
surroundings. The magnetic fields in the active regions are closed and strong, so plasmas 
are confined and heated for a long time with a large amount of energy stored in the mag­
netic field, while the thermal conduction transfers only a small amount of energy away in 
the perpendicular direction.
Given the above explanation for the coronal temperature, one key element is missing. It 
is the heating mechanism. Currently, there is no unanimous agreement on the correspond­
ing mechanism. The search for this mechanism is known as the coronal heating problem.
1.2 The Solar Wind and the Extra Heating
Following the discovery of the extremely high temperature in the solar corona, E.N. 
Parker noticed that if the interplanetary medium was assumed to be static with a tempera­
ture that falls off only gradually with radius, then its pressure would be too high to balance 
with the interstellar pressure. The interplanetary medium thus must be non-static. In 1958, 
Parker proposed the idea of the non-static state of the interplanetary medium as he assumed 
the medium to be an ideal gas (Parker, 1958). At extremely high coronal temperature, the 
pressure gradient drives plasma outwardly to become a radial flow from the Sun called the 
solar wind. In 1960, Parker’s model of the solar wind received attention when the Soviet 
spacecrafts Lunik 2 and Lunik 3 observed the outward flow of ions from the Sun. In 1962, 
in addition to the confirmation of the existence of the flow of the medium, the space probe 
Mariner 2 provided the speed of the wind. The observed speed varied from <->-> 400 to 700 
km/s over ~  27 days as its suggested source rotated with the Sun. Nowadays, it is well ac­
cepted that the fast-speed wind is released from the source within the coronal holes and the
slow-speed wind is released from the vicinity of closed magnetic structures. The coronal 
holes are commonly at the solar poles and the closed magnetic structures concentrate near 
the equator. However, the sources of both fast and slow winds are moving and changing. 
In fact, they can become mixed or well separated periodically within the period of 11 years 
called the solar cycle. The moment at which two distinct sources are mostly separated is 
called the solar minimum and the moment at which the sources are extremely mixed is 
called the solar maximum. During a cycle, the number of solar activities also rises and 
drops periodically. During the solar maximum, the number of activities is commonly high 
while the number of activities is typically low during the solar minimum. Based on the 
source structures of the solar wind, Parker’s model of the solar wind is more appropriate 
to the fast solar wind during the solar minimum since the magnetic structure is opened and 
simple, but the wind speed predicted by Parker’s model is too low. The solar wind thus 
becomes more complicated than the flow of simple hot ideal gas.
In order for Parker’s solar wind model to provide the observed wind speed, it requires an 
extra heating mechanism. Since only 0.01% of the total solar luminosity is enough to heat 
the corona and also accelerate the solar wind, there are several pairs of mechanisms and 
energy carriers that are good candidates (Golub & Pasachoff, 2009). These mechanisms 
and energy carriers which can be grouped as the alternating current, the direct current, and 
the velocity filtration are extensively studied and proposed [see Narain & Ulmschneider 
(1990); Zirker (1993); Cranmer (2002)].
In this work, we consider the alternating current as one promising mechanism based on 
the characteristics and properties observed in the corona and the solar wind. The Ultravi­
olet Coronagraph Spectrometer (UVCS) onboard the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory 
(SOHO) indicates that the 0 +5 temperature is >  100 million K, which is much higher than 
the temperature of protons in the coronal hole. In addition to its very high value, the temper­
ature is anisotropic in the way that the perpendicular motions of ions are much higher than
6their parallel thermal motions. Here, the words “parallel (perpendicular)” means parallel 
(perpendicular) to the mean magnetic field. A similar temperature anisotropy is also seen 
in in-situ measurements of protons in low-(3 fast-wind streams at the radial distance > 0.3 
AU from the Sun (Marsch et al, 1982, 2004; Hellinger et al., 2006), where (3 =  SnP/B2, B 
is the averaged magnetic field, and P is the plasma pressure.
The temperature anisotropy can only be explained by an extra perpendicular heating 
compensating an adiabatic expansion of the solar wind. The perpendicular heating can also 
explain how the average magnetic moment of protons is an increasing function of r in fast- 
wind streams (Marsch, 1991) and possibly how different ion species flow at different speed 
as observed by an instrument on the Advanced Composition Explorer (Berger et al., 2011).
All of the mentioned evidence may be explained by using Alfvenic-like waves as en­
ergy carriers. Alfven waves have been observed in the solar wind (Coles & Harmon, 1989; 
Belcher & Davis, 1971; Goldstein et al., 1995; Tu & Marsch, 1995) and they have also been 
observed in the solar corona recently (De Pontieu et al., 2007; Tomczyk et al., 2007). Most 
heating mechanisms involving Alfvdn waves can heat ions preferably in the perpendicular 
direction (Hollweg & Isenberg, 2002; Cranmer et al., 2007; Chandran et al., 2010a; Isen- 
berg & Vasquez, 2011; van Ballegooijen et al., 2011). One preferred mechanism is resonant 
interactions between high-frequency ion cyclotron waves (with frequencies comparable to 
the ions’ cyclotron frequencies) and ions in low-p plasmas (Here, [3 =  Skp /Bq, where p  is 
the plasma pressure.)
The resonant interactions are strong for high-frequency waves that are not directly gen­
erated by large-scale photospheric motions, but can be generated via turbulence. As Alfven 
waves propagate into the corona, the Alfven-speed gradient causes the spontaneous pro­
duction of reflected waves. These reflected waves propagate backward and interact with 
the waves that propagate forward. The process causes turbulence in which waves at high-
frequency can be generated. The evidence of turbulence in the solar wind is well observed 
in both the solar corona and the solar wind.
In this work, we do not aim to solve the coronal heating or the acceleration of solar 
wind, but to provide the numerical calculation that can support the resonant interactions 
as one possible heating mechanism. In chapter 2, we investigate one characteristic of the 
interactions between Alfven/ion cyclotron waves and protons.
1.3 Solar Flares and Plasma Waves
The first recorded flare is on September 1, 1859 by Richard Carrington and Richard 
Hodgson. They both independently observed sunspots, when patches of intense white light 
appeared over the sunspots and quickly disappeared after 5 minutes. It was a white light 
flare which is rare since it must be large and energetic enough to be observed. Later, smaller 
and more frequent flares were observed with the use of a Ha  filter showing emissions from 
the chromosphere. The observations were limited to visible light for many years and flares 
were misleadingly classified as chromospheric phenomena. Less than 50 years ago, obser­
vations were made available from space with advanced technology enabling observations 
at non-visible small wavelengths from extreme ultraviolet (EUV) to gamma rays, deter­
mining that the origin of flares is in the corona. Technology now enables various ways to 
observe flares. As a consequence, the observations have advanced the understanding of a 
flare. Many characteristics of flares have been discovered, some of them are complicated, 
and they raise many additional questions.
A flare can produce energy up to 1034 erg while it heats plasma in the corona from 
the initial temperature ~  1 — 3 MK to ~  10 — 40 MK. The released energy is in forms 
of electromagnetic radiation across the entire electromagnetic spectrum. Photon intensity 
clearly depends on energy as shown by both its observed timing and energy spectrum. The 
whole time duration of a flare may be divided into three main phases (to roughly describe
8the timing in a solar flare), preflare phase, impulsive phase, and gradual phase. In the 
preflare phase, photons with energies in the ranges of EUV and soft x-ray are detected. 
Later, photons at higher energies, hard x-ray, and/or gamma rays, are detected within a 
smaller time duration called the impulsive phase. Following the impulsive phase, photon 
intensities at all energies drop as the coronal plasma evolves toward its non-flare state. The 
last phase is called the gradual phase. The timing and shape of emitted photon spectra have 
been studied widely in order to identify the energy source and the mechanism responsible 
for flare emissions. Radio waves and microwaves can result from relativistic electrons 
traveling along the flare magnetic field. Photons in the range of infrared can result from 
the heating of the chromosphere during a flare. EUV emissions are mostly from black- 
body radiations from plasma at temperature ~  1 — 3 MK. Thus photons in this range of 
energies indicate the preflare and gradual phases. Once plasma in a flare is heated to reach 
the temperature ~  3 — 100 MK, a black-body radiation is then in the range of soft x-ray. 
During the impulsive phase, electrons can also be accelerated and become non-thermal. 
Most of these electrons are believed to be responsible for hard x-rays and gamma rays 
which result from the Bremsstrahlung radiations. During the impulsive phase, ions can 
also be accelerated to emit nuclear de-excitation lines.
Hard x-rays are important since they serve as evidence for particle acceleration in a 
flare, as previously mentioned. During a large solar flare, the number of photons with 
energies above 10 — 20 keV rapidly increases and their spectra at these large energies 
are typically non-thermal (Lin et al., 1981, 2003; Grigis & Benz, 2004; Liu et al., 2009; 
Krucker et al., 2010, 2011; Caspi & Lin, 2010; Ishikawa et al., 2011). These emissions 
are Bremsstrahlung radiations resulting from collisions between accelerated particles and 
dense plasma in the chromosphere. Implying that the energy of an accelerated electron can 
be > 10 keV, these electrons must be accelerated in the collisionless plasma, which is likely 
in the corona, and travel along the magnetic field down to the chromosphere.
9The energy released during a solar flare is from the magnetic energy in the corona, on 
argument supported by a number of solar flares that generally occur within the area of an 
intense magnetic field. Large flares typically take place in active regions connecting with 
sunspots. To convert magnetic energy into other forms of energy, a magnetic field must be 
reconfigured or reconnected. The location where magnetic reconnection occurs is gener­
ally assumed to be above flare loops (Carmichael, 1964; Hirayama, 1974; Kopp & Holzer, 
1976; Tsuneta et al., 1992; Tsuneta, 1996; Priest & Forbes, 2000). At this location, plasma 
jets flow toward flare loops below and perturb the surrounding plasma. Considering this 
scheme of a flare, stochastic particle acceleration (SPA) serves as one of the most proba­
ble process to accelerate particles (Miller et al., 1996, 1997; Petrosian et al., 2006; Benz, 
2008). Rapid plasma outflows can induce electromagnetic fluctuations above the flare’s 
soft x-ray loop top. The fluctuations that are generally associated with waves and/or tur­
bulence then interact and accelerate electrons at the loop top, which is normally referred 
as an acceleration region. Such a flare scheme is consistent with the location of sources 
of hard x-rays observed during a flare. Normally, hard x-ray sources are detected close to 
flare loop’s footpoints (Hoyng et al., 1981; Kane, 1983). However, it can be also observed 
above a flare loop when observations near the solar limb are possible (Masuda et al., 1994). 
If the acceleration region is above the flare loop, the accelerated electrons from the region 
presumably precipitate to the chromosphere by following the reconnected magnetic field 
lines above flare loops and collide with the chromospheric plasma at the location where 
hard x-ray sources are detected at footpoints. The acceleration mechanism may remove a 
large portion of electrons above the soft x-rays loops and induce the chromospheric evapo­
ration flowing upward to interact with the rest of the accelerated electrons and produce the 
x-rays emissions above flare loops as observed by (Masuda et al., 1994).
If the energy within the fluctuations is small compared to the total magnetic energy, 
fluctuations are interpreted as the superposition of plasma waves. In solar flares, these
waves can be MHD waves: Alfven waves, fast magnetosonic waves (fast waves), and slow 
magnetosonic waves (slow waves). Among these waves, fast waves can be the most effec­
tive at accelerating electrons via transit time damping (TTD) as described below (Miller 
et al., 1996; Schlickeiser & Miller, 1998; Selkowitz & Blackman, 2004; Yan & Lazarian, 
2004; Yan et al., 2008). Due to the compressibility of fast waves, the waves act like moving 
magnetic mirrors that exert forces on the electrons as they propagate. As a consequence, en­
ergy is exchanged between waves and electrons stochastically. The scale of waves initially 
generated is large and TTD is weak (see Chapter 4). However, fast waves cascade as they 
propagate by turbulent wave-wave interactions. As a result, TTD becomes stronger with 
wave turbulence. Considering TTD as the acceleration process, we also need to consider 
wave escape since fast waves can propagate out of the acceleration region. We investigate 
the effects from the escape of turbulent fast waves in solar flares in Chapter 3. We then 
investigate TTD associated with wave turbulence in Chapter 4.
CHAPTER 2
RESONANT INTERACTIONS BETWEEN PROTONS AND 
OBLIQUE ALFVEN/ION-CY CLOTRON WAVES
2.1 Abstract
Resonant interactions between ions and Alfven/ion-cyclotron (A/IC) waves may play 
an important role in the heating and acceleration of the fast solar wind. Although such 
interactions have been studied extensively for “parallel” waves, whose wave vectors k are 
aligned with the background magnetic field Bo, much less is known about interactions be­
tween ions and oblique A/IC waves, for which the angle 9 between k and Bo is nonzero. 
In this paper, we present new numerical results on resonant cyclotron interactions between 
protons and oblique A/IC waves in collisionless low-beta plasmas such as the solar corona. 
We find that if some mechanism generates oblique high-frequency A/IC waves, then these 
waves initially modify the proton distribution function in such a way that it becomes unsta­
ble to parallel waves. Parallel waves are then amplified to the point that they dominate the 
wave energy at the large parallel wave numbers at which the waves resonate with the parti­
cles. Pitch-angle scattering by these waves then causes the plasma to evolve towards a state 
in which the proton distribution is constant along a particular set of nested “scattering sur­
faces” in velocity space, whose shapes have been calculated previously. As the distribution 
function approaches this state, the imaginary part of the frequency of parallel A/IC waves 
drops continuously towards zero, but oblique waves continue to undergo cyclotron damp­
ing while simultaneously causing protons to diffuse across these kinetic shells to higher 
energies. We conclude that oblique A/IC waves can be more effective at heating protons
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than parallel A/IC waves, because for oblique waves the plasma does not relax towards a 
state in which proton damping of oblique A/IC waves ceases.
2.2 Introduction
Resonant interactions with Alfven/ion-cyclotron (A/IC) waves are a possible mecha­
nism for ion heating in the solar corona, solar flares, and the solar wind. Cyclotron heat­
ing in low-P plasmas primarily increases a particle’s thermal motions perpendicular to the 
background magnetic field Bo (Hollweg & Isenberg, 2002), and may thus be able to explain 
the observed temperature anisotropies of minor ions in the solar corona (Kohl et al., 1998) 
and protons in the fast solar wind (Marsch et al., 2004). (Here, (3 =  8%p /Bq, where p is the 
plasma pressure.) In solar flares, the magnetic tension in reconnected magnetic field lines 
leads to large-scale flows that can generate waves and turbulence. Wave energy is then 
transfered from large scales to small scales by nonlinear wave-wave interactions (Yan & 
Lazarian, 2004; Chandran, 2005). Small-scale A/IC waves may be sufficiently energetic in 
solar flares to stochastically accelerate ions to high energies (Miller & Roberts, 1995; Liu 
et al., 2004). Most previous studies of ion heating by A/IC waves have focused on “parallel 
waves,” for which the angle 0 between the wave vector k and Bo is zero. On the other hand, 
in the solar corona and solar flares, A/IC wave intensities are not restricted to 0 =  0. In this 
paper, we thus focus on resonant interactions between protons and oblique A/IC waves, for 
which 0 ^ 0 .
2.3 Wave-Particle Interactions
We consider A/IC waves in a low-{3, proton-electron plasma, and assume that the real 
part of the wave frequency, CO*r, is given by the cold-plasma A/IC dispersion relation (Stix, 
1992),
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where w =  to*r/ Qp, iQp is the proton cyclotron frequency, kn =  kvA/0.p, and va =  Bo/y/4%po 
is the Alfv6n speed. Protons strongly interact with such waves only when the resonance 
condition,
is satisfied, where V|| (vj_) is the component of the particle velocity v parallel (perpendic­
ular) to Bo, fc|| (k±) is the component of k parallel (perpendicular) to Bo, and n is any 
integer (Kennel & Engelmann, 1966a; Stix, 1992). The strongest interaction occurs for 
n=l (Hollweg & Isenberg, 2002).
Figure 2-1 plots w(kn) for 0 =  0 (solid line), as well as two dashed lines corresponding 
to 1 +  fc||V||/£2p for two different values of the proton parallel velocity vy. The intersections 
of these two lines and the w(kn) curve correspond to solutions of equation (2.2) with n — 1. 
When |v|| | va, equations (2.1) and (2.2) imply that (Hollweg, 1999)
where kn||)res is the value o f  k^vA/ Q p that satisfies equation  (2.2) for 0  =  0 , and Vph(vy) is 
the parallel phase ve lo c ity  go/k^ o f  the resonant w aves at 0  =  0.
Resonant interactions between particles and waves cause particles to diffuse in the vy — 
Vj_ plane. Particles interacting with a particular wave with wave vector k and frequency CO 
diffuse within the vy — v_l plane along a curve for which the particle energy is conserved in 
a frame moving with velocity co//cy in the direction of Bo (Kennel & Engelmann, 1966a; 
Stix, 1992) (wave pitch-angle scattering). If protons interact with A/IC waves with a broad
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Figure 2-1. The intersections between lines satisfy the resonant condition n = 1.
range of fcy values and 0 =  0, then particles will diffuse along closed contours in the vy — v± 
plane. These contours are defined by the equation r| =  constant, where (Isenberg & Lee, 
1996; Chandran et al., 2010b)
If resonant wave-particle interactions control the evolution of the proton distribution func­
tion / ,  then /  becomes constant on surfaces of constant T|. Once /  =  /( r |) , protons stop 
gaining or losing energy from interacting with parallel A/IC waves, and parallel A/IC waves 
are neither damped nor amplified (Kennel & Engelmann, 1966a; Kennel & Petschek, 1966). 
The shape of the contour T| =  0.075v^ is shown in the top panel of Figure 2-2.
When protons interact with oblique A/IC waves with a single nonzero value of 0, they 
also undergo wave pitch-angle scattering along a set of nested, closed contours in the 
vy — v± plane. However, at a fixed vy -C va, the parallel phase velocity ©/fcy of resonant 
oblique waves, denoted vph(v|j,0), is greater than the parallel phase velocity of resonant





Figure 2-2. The proton distribution is taken to be constant along the rj =  constant scattering 
contours for waves with 0 =  0, and to decrease as one moves to contours that are farther 
from the origin. The solid line is the r| =  0.075v^ contour. Protons interacting with oblique 
waves will diffuse upward along the dashed line, gaining energy, and damping the oblique 
waves. Bottom panel: The proton distribution function is now taken to be constant along the 
scattering contours for oblique waves with some nonzero 0, and to decrease as one moves 
to contours that are farther from the origin. The solid line illustrates one such contour. 
Protons interacting with waves with 0 =  0 will diffuse down the density gradient along the 
short-dashed line, losing energy, and amplifying the 0 =  0 waves. The long-dashed line is 
a contour of constant energy in the plasma frame.
parallel waves, vph(v||) (Chandran et al., 2010b). Thus, at a fixed point in the V|| — v± 
plane, the oblique-wave scattering contour has a larger slope than the parallel-wave scat­
tering contour, as illustrated in Figure 2-2, which is adapted from Chandran et al. (2010b). 
In the top panel of Figure 2-2, we take the proton distribution function to be constant 
along the T| =  constant scattering contours of 0 =  0 waves, and the solid-line curve corre­
sponds to r| =  0.075 v\. Protons at vy =  vo that are scattered by oblique A/IC waves with 
some nonzero value of 0 will scatter along the dashed-line trajectory, which corresponds 
to constant energy as measured in a reference frame moving at velocity vph(vo,0) along
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the magnetic field. [We have artificially increased vph(vo,0) relative to vph(vo,0) in both 
panels of Figure 2-2 to make the figure easier to read.] If we take /  to be a decreasing 
function of T], then there will be a net diffusive flux of protons upward along this dashed 
line, resulting in an increase in particle energy and damping of oblique waves. Elsewhere, 
we have calculated analytically the damping rate of oblique A/IC waves assuming that 
/  =  /O']) (Chandran et al., 2010b).
In the bottom panel of Figure 2-2, we take the proton distribution to be constant along 
the scattering contours corresponding to waves with a single nonzero value of 0. One of 
these contours is now drawn with a solid line. Protons at vj| =  vo interacting with A/IC 
waves with 0 =  0 will scatter along the short-dashed line in this panel, which locally cor­
responds to an r| =  constant curve. If we take the proton distribution to decrease as one 
moves to closed (solid-line) contours that are farther from the origin, then there will be 
a net diffusive flux of protons downward along the short-dashed line in the bottom panel 
of Figure 2-2. In this case, the protons will lose energy, and waves with 0 =  0 will be 
amplified.
Based on these arguments, we make the following conjecture. If some mechanism gen­
erates high-frequency A/IC waves with a range of 0 values, and if the form and evolution 
of the proton distribution function are dominated by wave-particle interactions, then inter­
actions involving waves with nonzero 0 will act to make the constant-/ contours steeper in 
the V|j — vj_ plane than the r\ =  constant scattering contours of the parallel waves. This in 
turn will lead to the amplification of waves with 0 =  0 and cause the angular distribution of 
the waves at large kn that resonate with the protons to become sharply peaked around 0 =  0. 
Wave-particle interactions will then become dominated by waves with 0 =  0 , /  will become 
approximately constant along surfaces of constant rj, and oblique waves will be damped. 
In the next section, we describe numerical calculations that support this conjecture.
2.4 Numerical Calculations
In the quasilinear theory of resonant wave-particle interactions, protons diffuse in ve­
locity space as described by the equation
Gv±5((ofcr — &||V|| — Gf,
where
G = x v a  a | k/vL d
® k r  )  C0*r  0 V ||  ’
(2.7)
V|/„)ik =  E^Jn+i(k±v±/Q.p) + E^Jn^i(k±vjL/D.p) (where we have set Ek,z — 0), V is the 
volume, Jn is the Bessel function of order n, E f  =  E^x ±  iE^ y, and E* (B^) is the Fourier 
transform of the electric (magnetic) field (Kennel & Engelmann, 1966a; Stix, 1992). To 
integrate equation (2.6) numerically, we discretize velocity space using cylindrical coordi­
nates with 100 grid cells spanning the interval 0 < v i < 0.5 va and 100 grid cells for the 
interval —0.5 Va < V|| < 0. We discretize k-space using spherical coordinates with 30 grid 
cells spanning the interval 0 < k < 400 Q.p/ v a  and 10 grid cells for the interval 0 < 0 < tc/2. 
We assume cylindrical and reflectional symmetry.
The wave energy per unit volume in k space is
where &h is the hermitian part of the dielectric tensor (Stix, 1992). We evolve Wk in time 
using “detailed energy conservation,” i.e., by keeping track of the change in the particle 
energy resulting from waves in each wavenumber bin, and deducting A*E from the 
wave energy in that wavenumber bin. It can be shown that this method is equivalent to 
evolving the waves using the analytic formula for the damping or growth rate given 
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Figure 2-3. The power spectrum of the smallest-0 waves are shown at different times, and 
are compared to the fixed power spectrum of the waves with 0 =  13ti/40.
We integrate equation (2.6) for /  (and the corresponding equation for Wk resulting from 
detailed energy conservation) using an implicit time stepping algortihm, the biconjugate 
gradient stabilized method (van de Vorst, 2003). We hold the wave power spectrum Wk 
fixed at the value 10~~7 k ^ V B ^ v ^ / ^ n Q 7) for 0 =  (13/40)71. At all other values of 0, we 
initially set Wk =  \0~wk~lVB^v2Aj(8nQ2p) and then we allow Wk to vary in time. The 
proton distribution function /  is initially Maxwellian with a thermal speed V < v 2 > of 
0.012 va- The minimum value of 0 at the cell center in the run that we present is 0mjn =  
7t/40. We note that the scattering contours for waves with 0 =  0 ^  are very similar to the 
T) =  constant lines.
At early times, all the waves are damped by interacting with thermal particles as shown 
in Figure 2-3. Waves with 0 =  (13/40)tc, which are initially dominant, cause particles to 
diffuse along the relatively steep scattering contours shown by the dotted lines in Figure 2- 
4. When the contours of constant /  in the simulation become steeper than the scattering 
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Figure 2-4. At t =  8 , 8 the contours of constant /  (solid lines) become steeper 
than the scattering contours of the waves with 0 =  7t/40 (dashed lines) and almost aligned 
with the scattering contours of the waves with 0 =  (13/40)tc (dotted lines). Waves with 
0 =  7t/40 become unstable and subsequently grow in amplitude.
in waves with 0 =  0rnjn exceeds the energy in waves with 0 =  (13/40)71, the small-0 waves 
begin to dominate, and the contours of constant /  start to align with the scattering contours 
of the waves with 0 =  0min> as shown in Figure 2-5. Even though we ongoingly input 
energy only into oblique waves, (quasi) parallel waves at 0 =  0min ultimately dominate, 
and the distribution function evolves to a state in which /  ~  f(r\)
2.5 Discussion
Isenberg (2004) has shown that A/IC waves with 0 =  0 are unable to explain the heat­
ing and acceleration of protons in the fast solar wind, primarily because /  relaxes towards 
a state in which /  ~  /(r |) , after which the protons are only weakly heated by the waves. 
In contrast, we have shown that when protons are heated by oblique A/IC waves, the dis­
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Figure 2-5. At t = 14,762£2~1, the amplitudes of the waves with 0 =  rc/40 exceed the 
fixed amplitudes of the waves at 0 =  (13/40)7t and the contours of constant /  (solid lines) 
become almost aligned with the scattering contours of the waves with 0 =  7t/40 (dashed 
lines).
Instead, /  again approaches a state in which /  =  /(r |) , and oblique waves continue to damp 
on the protons, causing protons to diffuse across rj =  constant surfaces in the v_l — vy plane. 
Because of this, oblique A/IC waves have the potential to be more effective than 0 =  0 
waves at heating protons in the corona and solar wind.
CHAPTER 3
THE EFFECTS OF WAVE ESCAPE ON FAST MAGNETOSONIC 
WAVE TURBULENCE IN SOLAR FLARES 
3.1 Abstract
One of the leading models for electron acceleration in solar flares is stochastic ac­
celeration by weakly turbulent fast magnetosonic waves (“fast waves”)- In this model, 
large-scale flows triggered by magnetic reconnection excite large-wavelength fast waves, 
and fast-wave energy then cascades from large wavelengths to small wavelengths. Elec­
tron acceleration by large-wavelength fast waves is weak, and so the model relies upon 
the small-wavelength waves produced by the turbulent cascade. In order for the model to 
work, the energy cascade time for large-wavelength fast waves must be shorter than the 
time required for the waves to propagate out of the solar-flare acceleration region. To in­
vestigate the effects of wave escape, we solve the wave kinetic equation for fast waves 
in weak turbulence theory, supplemented with a homogeneous wave-loss term. We find 
that the amplitude of large-wavelength fast waves must exceed a minimum threshold in 
order for a significant fraction of the wave energy to cascade to small wavelengths before 
the waves leave the acceleration region. We evaluate this threshold as a function of the 
dominant wavelength of the fast waves that are initially excited by reconnection outflows.
3.2 Introduction
Solar flares emit photons across a broad range of wavelengths, with ~  99% of the ra­
diated energy in the optical and UV continuum (Woods et al., 2004; Emslie et al., 2005).
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Although X-rays and gamma-rays account for only a small fraction of a flare’s total ra­
diative luminosity, they provide important diagnostics on the populations of high-energy 
particles produced by flares. For example, flare X-ray spectra are typically thermal at 
photon energies < 20 keV and non-thermal (power laws or broken power laws) at ener­
gies > 20 keV (Miller et al., 1997). Most of the X-ray emission is likely bremsstrahlung 
radiation resulting from Coulomb collisions between thermal protons in the chromosphere 
and high-energy electrons streaming down from the corona (Aschwanden, 2002; Petrosian 
et al., 2002). Since bremsstrahlung X-ray photons of energy E\ are typically emitted by 
proton-electron collisions involving electrons with energies ~  E\, the observed X-ray spec­
tra imply that the electrons typically have thermal distributions at energies < 20 keV and 
non-thermal distributions at energies > 20 keV (Miller et al., 1997). The intensity of the 
X-ray emission can be used to deduce the electron acceleration rate. For example, during 
the peak of a typical, large X-class flare, the observed X-ray emission implies that electrons 
are accelerated to energies > 20 keV at a rate of 1037 s—1 (Miller et al., 1997).
The origin of these high-energy electrons is a long-standing puzzle. Three main expla­
nations have been advanced in the literature: shock acceleration, acceleration by large- 
scale, coherent electric fields, and stochastic particle acceleration (SPA) (Miller et al., 
1997). In this paper, we focus on the SPA model, in which particles are accelerated 
by electromagnetic fluctuations associated with waves and/or turbulence. In this model, 
magnetic reconnection in the corona triggers rapid plasma outflows from the reconnec­
tion site (Carmichael, 1964; Hirayama, 1974; Kopp & Holzer, 1976; Tsuneta et al., 1992; 
Tsuneta, 1996; Priest & Forbes, 2000). Sunward flows encounter closed magnetic loops 
lower in the solar atmosphere, generating a disordered, turbulent flow above the loop tops. 
Initially, the velocity fluctuations in this disordered flow have a correlation length that is 
some fraction (perhaps ~  1/10) of the loop size (~  109 cm). This length scale is much 
larger than the proton inertial length vA/ ^ p =  2.3 x 102 cm - (n/1010 cm-3 )-1/2, where
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vA =  Bo/y/4np is the Alfven speed, Bq is the strength of the background magnetic field, 
n is the proton number density, p is the mass density, and f2p is the proton cyclotron fre­
quency. As a consequence, the fluctuations can be approximated as a superposition of 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves, i.e., Alfven waves, fast magnetosonic waves (“fast 
waves”), and slow magnetosonic waves.
Most SPA models of electron acceleration focus on interactions between electrons and 
fast waves through a type of resonant wave-particle interaction called transit-time damping 
(TTD) (Miller et al., 1996; Schlickeiser & Miller, 1998; Selkowitz & Blackman, 2004; 
Yan & Lazarian, 2004; Yan et al., 2008). In TTD, waves and particles satisfy the Landau 
resonance condition
where to is the wave frequency, k|| is the component of the wave number k  parallel to the 
mean magnetic field Bo, and vp is the component of the particle velocity along B q . Equa­
tion (3.1) implies that particles “surf” on the wave phase fronts. In TTD, surfing particles 
are accelerated along Bo by the magnetic-mirror force arising from the perturbations in the 
magnetic field strength associated with the waves (Stix, 1992).
Another ingredient in the electron SPA models cited above is turbulence. After large- 
scale fast waves are excited by reconnection outflows, the waves interact with one another, 
causing wave energy to cascade from large wavelengths to smaller wavelengths. This en­
ergy cascade plays an important role in SPA models, because the small-wavelength fast 
waves produced by the turbulent cascade make the largest contribution to the electron ac­
celeration rate via TTD (Miller et al., 1996).
Our principal aim in this paper is to investigate how electron acceleration in SPA models 
is affected by the escape of fast waves from the flare acceleration region. In low-P plasmas, 
where
® Ay =  v||, (3.1)
(3.2)
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is the ratio of the thermal pressure p to the magnetic pressure, the fast-wave dispersion 
relation is
Equation (3.3) implies that fast waves can propagate at speed va in any direction. Fast 
waves can therefore cross magnetic field lines and leave the acceleration region. If the time 
required for waves to propagate out of the acceleration region is shorter than the energy 
cascade time at large wavelengths, then the large-wavelength waves that are excited by 
reconnection outflows will leave the acceleration region before their energy cascades to 
small wavelengths, sharply reducing the electron acceleration rate. This point was made 
previously by Miller et al. (1996). However, these authors did not attempt to calculate the 
degree to which the electron acceleration rate is reduced by wave escape as a function of 
flare parameters. In addition, their treatment of the fast-wave cascade was based on an 
estimate of the energy cascade time that was accurate only to within an unknown factor 
of order unity. We revisit the effects of wave escape using weak turbulence theory to 
calculate the energy cascade time from first principles. We describe our model of fast-wave 
turbulence and wave escape in Section 3.3, present our numerical results in Section 3.4, and 
discuss our conclusions in Section 3.5.
3.3 Leaky-Box Model of Fast-Wave Turbulence in Flares
We employ a “leaky-box” model to describe turbulence and wave escape in flares. We 
treat the flaring region as a homogeneous plasma with a uniform magnetic field B q and 
define the fast-wave power spectrum F(k), abbreviated F*, to be twice the fast-wave energy 
per volume in k-space per unit mass. The total fast-wave energy per unit mass is thus given




For simplicity, we assume reflectional symmetry, F(—k)  =  F(k).  We take F* to evolve in 
time according to the equation
where 0 is the angle between k  and B q. The first term on the right-hand side of Equa­
tion (3.5) models wave escape from the flare acceleration region, which is characterized by 
the time scale
where Lf is the size of the flare acceleration region. The term (3F^/3t)turb in Equation (3.5) 
gives the contribution to dF^/dt from wave-wave interactions, discussed below. The next 
term,
is a source term representing fast-wave injection from reconnection outflows. Here, Eq is 
the total wave energy injection rate per unit mass, and Uq is the wavenumber at which 
peaks. The last term on the right-hand side of Equation (3.5) provides a simple, hypervis- 
cous model for the sink of fast-wave energy at large k resulting from TTD, which trans­
fers energy from fast waves to electrons in flares, as described in the introduction. We 
have made this term =< k8 purely for convenience, so that it “turns on” only at the largest 
wavenumbers in the numerical simulations that we present in the next section. The reason 
we include a factor of sin2 0 in this term is discussed below.
The form of the term (3F^/9t)tUrb in Equation (3.5) depends on whether the turbulence 




<  VA , (3.8)
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where Sv* is the rms amplitude of the fast-wave fluctuation velocity at lengthscale k~l (Kadomt­
sev, 1965). When Equation (3.8) is satisfied, the linear fast-wave period P =  2%/kv^1 is 
much shorter than the energy cascade timescale xc at wavevector k, and the fluctuations 
can be described as waves to a good approximation. If Equation (3.8) is not satisfied, and 
instead bvk > va, then the turbulence is strong at wavevector k,  and t c <  P.
Observationally, it is not clear whether solar-flare acceleration regions are in the weak- 
turbulence or strong-turbulence regimes, and in this paper we do not attempt to resolve the 
uncertainty in the wave amplitudes in solar flares. Instead, we assume that Equation (3.8) is 
at least marginally satisfied at all k (i.e., that bvk < 0.3va at all k), so that weak-turbulence 
theory is approximately valid. We focus on this limit because wave escape is most impor­
tant in this parameter regime. We will not model quantitatively the strong-turbulence case 
in Section 3.4. However, our results show that if the wave amplitudes are increased so that 
they approach the strong-turbulence regime, then the energy cascade proceeds sufficiently 
rapidly that most of the fast-wave energy dissipates before the waves can escape from the 
solar-flare acceleration region (see Figure 3-5).
The wave kinetic equation for weakly turbulent fast waves in low-fi plasmas was derived 
by Chandran (2005, 2008). We set (dFk/dt)turb equal to the right-hand side of Equation (6) 
of Chandran (2005), with the Alfven-wave power spectrum Ak in that equation set equal to 
zero:
We have neglected Alfven waves for simplicity but expect that their inclusion would not 
significantly alter our conclusions about the effects of wave escape on fast-wave turbulence. 
Equation (3.9) is equivalent to the wave kinetic equation for weak acoustic turbulence, up 
to an overall coefficient (Zakharov & Sagdeev, 1970; Zakharov et al., 1992). In both weak 
fast-wave turbulence and weak acoustic turbulence, waves with collinear wavevectors k, p,
+ b(k + p -q )k (k F pFq + pFqFk - q F pFk) 8( k - p - q ) . (3.9)
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and q that satisfy the wavenumber resonance condition k  = p  + q and frequency matching 
condition k = p + q interact to produce a weak form of wave steepening, which transfers 
wave energy from small k to large k along radial lines in k-space. However, fast-wave 
turbulence differs from acoustic turbulence in the following way. As sin0 decreases -  i.e., k  
and Bo become more closely aligned -  fast waves become less compressive, the fast-wave 
cascade weakens, and the energy cascade time increases. This anisotropy is represented 
mathematically by the coefficient of sin2 9 in Equation (3.9). It is also why we have made 
the hyperviscosity term in Equation (3.5) proportional to sin20: this dependence prevents 
the dissipation term from truncating the fast-wave cascade at very small k when sin0 is 
small.
3.4 Numerical Results
We numerically integrate Equation (3.5) forward in time until a steady state is reached. 
To evaluate the nonlinear term (dFk/dt)mrb, we use the energy-conserving numerical al­
gorithm employed by Chandran (2005), which is an extension of the numerical method 
developed by Leith & Kraichnan (1972) for statistical turbulence theories. We use a loga­
rithmic wavenumber grid in both k± and £|| (the components of k  perpendicular and par­
allel to Bo), with kn  =  (0.2k0)2*/4, i =  0,1,2, . . .  ,N -  1, kl{0 =  0, k y  =  (0.2k0) 2 ^ 1^ 4, 
j — 1,2,. ..,7V — 1, and N  = 60. In all of our calculations, we choose the hyperviscosity co­
efficient v so that dissipation is negligible at small k (k<  102) but strong enough at large k 
(k > 103) to truncate the cascade.
In Figure 3-1, we plot three steady-state solutions for at 0 =  50°. For each of these 
solutions, koLf =  22. (As shown in the Appendix, the correlation length associated with an 
isotropic fast-wave spectrum localized at k =  ko is Lc =  2.2/ko\ thus the choice AqTf =  22 
corresponds to Lc =  Lf/10.) For the solutions labeled A, B, and C, Eq is chosen so that 
Ui/Ub equals 2.4 x 10-1 , 1.4 x 10~2, and 2.2 x 10-3 , respectively, where
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UB = - f  (3.10)
is the energy per unit mass of the background magnetic field. For solution A, F,\ possesses 
a power-law scaling at ko k <C 103&o in which k2F,it k~3/2, as in weak fast-wave tur­
bulence in homogeneous plasmas (Cho & Lazarian, 2002; Chandran, 2005). In solution B, 
k2Fk is slightly steeper than kT3!2 at k ~  5ko, but flattens to become °c k~3!2 at larger k. On 
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Figure 3-1. Steady-state fast-wave power spectrum at 0 =  50° in three numerical solutions 
in which koLf =  22. The thin solid line shows the scaling k2F^  =< k~3!2 that arises in weak 
turbulence calculations without wave escape.
The differing role of wave escape in these three numerical solutions can be understood 
by comparing the energy cascade time xc at k =  ko with the escape time t esc- The cascade 
timescale xc(k) can be thought of as the time required for fast-wave energy to cascade from 
wavenumber k to wavenumber ~  3k. To calculate xc(ko), we carry out a series of numerical 
integrations of Equation (3.5) with S* 0 and xeSc —> 0. At t =  0, we set
expM ) ’ ( 3 ' n )
where Uto is a constant that we vary from one numerical calculation to the next. It follows 
from Equations (3.4) and (3.11) that £/to is the fast-wave energy per unit mass at t =  0. 
After integrating Equation (3.5) forward in time, we record the time Tc at which half of the 
initial wave energy has been dissipated. The results are shown in Figure 3-2. The solid line 
in Figure 3-2 is a fit to our numerical results, given by
This expression can be compared to the energy cascade timescale in the inertial range of 
homogeneous, weak, fast-wave turbulence (Chandran, 2005),
is approximately the rms amplitude of fast-wave velocity fluctuations at scale ~  k~l . The 
inertial range is the range of wavenumbers ko k <C k^, and k& is the wavenumber at 
which dissipation (in our case hyperviscosity) becomes important. Because most of the 
wave energy is concentrated near k = ko,
Thus, the value of Tc in Equation (3.12) is comparable to the value of xc(/c) in Equa-




5  Vfc =  y/ 471 k 3 Fk (3.14)
Ut ~  (Svfco)2- (3.15)
tion (3.13) when k is set equal to ko, except that the sin20 term drops out because Tc is 
an effective decay timescale integrating over all values of 0.
In weak fast-wave turbulence in the absence of wave escape, k2Fk «  k r 2!2, Sv  ^cx AT1/4,
of the time Tc required for energy to cascade from ko to ko is spent cascading from ko 
to ~  3 Ic q .  Thus, the decay timescale Tc is comparable to the energy cascade timescale 
atk — ko’, i.e.,
On physical grounds, the energy cascade time at k =  ko depends primarily on the values of 
ko, Ut, and va (which determine the strength of nonlinear wave-wave interactions atk — ko) 
and not on whether the turbulence is decaying or forced. We thus take Equation (3.16) 
to apply to the forced-turbulence calculations that we present below, but we replace Uto 
in Equation (3.12) with Ut, the instantaneous value of the fast-wave energy per unit mass. 
Equations (3.12) and (3.16) then allow us to write
Here, we have re-expressed ko in terms of the correlation length of the fast-wave fluctua­
tions, which we take to be (see the appendix)
We note that the quantities on the right-hand side of Equation (3.18) are macroscopic pa­
rameters that are potentially measurable from observations or MHD simulations of flares.
xc(&o) ~  Tc. (3.16)
(3.17)
where
r _  LfUt (3.18)
LcUb
(3.19)
Returning to the numerical results in Figure 3-1, when xesc/Tc(/co) is small (as it is for 
solution C), waves at ko escape before their energy cascades to larger k. This causes to 
steepen and reduces the fraction of the fast-wave energy that is dissipated at large k (i.e.,
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Figure 3-2. Stax symbols are the decay timescales Tc computed from numerical integrations 
of Equation 5 for decaying fast-wave turbulence in the absence of wave escape (S  ^ —> 
0 and resc °°)» and the solid line is an analytic fit to the numerical results, given by 
Equation (3.12).
transferred to electrons via TTD in a flare). On the other hand, when the ratio in Equa­
tion (3.17) is > 1 (as it is for Solution A), fast-wave energy cascades from ko to larger 
wavenumbers before the waves escape, and F^  approaches the scaling found in homoge­
neous turbulence simulations without wave escape.
In Figure 3-3, we summarize results from eighteen different numerical solutions to 
Equation (3.5). To obtain these solutions, we start by fixing the value of Lf/Lc at 5, 10, 20, 
30, or 40. We then vary £0 until T has one of the four values: 2.16 x 10~2, 4.26 x 10~2, 
1.12 x 10-1, or 1.66 x 10-1 . In the figure, we plot one symbol for each of the solutions, 
with a different symbol for each of the four values of T. After each solution reaches steady 
state, we calculate the dissipation power
E d iss  = j  sin 2(Q)k8vFkd3k (3.20)
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in that solution. Since the dissipation in our simulation is a proxy for the transfer of large- 
k wave energy to electrons via TTD, the ratio E ^ s/E q is a measure of the efficiency of 
electron acceleration. As shown in the legend, the value of this ratio is roughly the same 
for all simulations with the same value of T , i.e., along each of the four curves. This 
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Figure 3-3. Each symbol corresponds to a numerical solution of Equation (3.5). The 
dashed lines correspond to the following values of T: 2.16 x 10~2, 4.26 x 10-2 , 1.12 x 
10-1 , and 1.66 x 10“ 1 (from lower left to upper right). The resulting values of E^ss/Eo are 
given in the legend. See text for details.
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In Figure 3-4, we plot E ^ / E q for values of T ranging from 8.6 x 10~3 to 5.0. For 
these calculations, we employed three different values for the quantity Lf/Lc: 5, 10, and 
20. As the figure shows, all three sets of calculations produce essentially the same plot, 
again supporting our assertion that E&ss/E q in our model is determined almost exclusively 
by the single quantity T. The solid line in this plot corresponds to the function
£diss (, 0.012 V 20+002r_1
- i ? n l + — )  ■ (3-2i)
and provides a reasonable fit to our numerical results.
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Figure 3-4. Each symbol corresponds to a steady-state numerical solution of Equation (3.5) 
with one of the three values of Lf/Lc shown in the legend. See text for details.
For fast waves propagating in low-(3 plasmas, half of the wave energy is in the velocity 
fluctuations and half is in the magnetic-field fluctuations. The total fast-wave energy is 
thus twice the energy in the fluctuating magnetic field. If 5B is defined to be the rms 
amplitude of the magnetic-field fluctuations, then Ut/Us  =  2(bB/Bo)2. We can thus rewrite 
Equation (3.18) as
In Figure 3-5, we use Equations (3.21) and (3.22) to plot E ^ / E q as a function of 6B/Bq 
for three choices of the ratio Lf/Lc. The results show that the rate of energy dissipation 
(i.e., of energy transfer to electrons via TTD) falls off rapidly below rms fast-wave am­
plitudes 5B/Bq of about 5% to 10%, depending upon the size of the flare region relative
larger fast-wave amplitudes, on the other hand, the energy dissipated at shorter wavelengths 
(transferred to electrons via TTD) approaches 100% of the input wave energy.
(3.22)
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Figure 3-5. Each of the three curves is a plot of Equation (3.21) for a different choice of 
Lf/Lc. See text for details.
3.5 Conclusion
We have developed a leaky-box model for fast-wave turbulence in solar flares that ac­
counts for wave escape from the solar-flare acceleration region in an approximate way. In 
this model, we determine the fast-wave power spectrum Ft by solving the wave kinetic 
equation for fast waves from weak turbulence theory (Chandran, 2005, 2008) after modi­
fying this equation in the following ways. First, we set the amplitudes of the other wave 
types (the slow magnetosonic wave and Alfven wave) to zero, thereby neglecting interac­
tions between fast waves and other wave types. Second, we add a homogeneous loss term 
to account for wave escape. Third, we add a source term S(k) to model the generation 
of fast waves by the disordered flows that are presumed to arise when reconnection out­
flows encounter closed magnetic loops lower in the solar atmosphere. This source term is 
isotropic in wavenumber space, peaks at a wavenumber ko, and injects fast-wave energy per 
unit mass at the rate Eq, which is an adjustable parameter. Fourth, we add a hyperviscous 
dissipation term, so that virtually all the energy that cascades to large k is dissipated. The
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energy dissipation rate per unit mass E<nss is a proxy for the power (per unit mass) that is 
available to accelerate particles through wave-particle interactions at large wavenumbers.
We numerically integrate this modified wave kinetic equation forward in time until 
a steady state is reached, varying Eq and the quantity koLf, where Lf is the size of the 
flare acceleration region. We find that the acceleration efficiency, £djss/£<)» depends on 
a single quantity, T  (defined in Equation (3.18)) which is approximately the ratio of the 
escape time t esc to the energy cascade time at ko, which is denoted xc(ko). When Tesc <C 
xc(ko), almost all of the fast-wave power that is injected at wavenumber ko escapes the flare 
acceleration region before cascading to small scales. On the other hand, if Tesc > t c(^ o)> 
then a sizable fraction of the fast-wave power that is injected at ko cascades to large k and 
dissipates before leaving the flare acceleration region.
3.6 Appendix: Relation Between Wavenumber and Correlation Length
We consider a superposition of waves, all with the same wavenumber k, but with a 
distribution of wavevector directions that becomes isotropic in the limit that the number 
of waves is increased towards infinity. We take the phase of each wave to have a random 
additive phase constant that is uniformly distributed between 0 and 271. If f (x)  is some 
quantity that is modulated by waves -  e.g., a component of the magnetic field — then we 
can write
N 2 N
/ ( * )  =  E E A(fe0') sin(fe,v • x  +  \|/j7) (3.23)
*=0 7=1
where fc,7 =  k[( 1 -  t f ) 1/2cos§jX + (1 -  jjf)1/2 sintyjy + wi], m — 2 i / N -  1, <j>y =  27i j/N,  
and V)fij is the random, additive phase constant. We set
Mkij) = a n , (3.24)
where Am is independent of but decreases as N  increases so that (\f(x)\2) remains finite 
as N  ->• oo. Because Am is independent of fey, the power spectrum of /  becomes isotropic 
as N  —> °°.
The autocorrelation function of f (x)  is
r ( r .s ( f ( x o) f (x o + x ))
C{X)  = </(*o) / ( * 0  )> ’ (3'25)
where (...) denotes an ensemble average -  i.e., an average over the random phases of the 
waves. Making use of the relations
S' §





(sin (\|t j ,■) cos (\|/mn)) =  0, (3.27)
a 2 N  2N
( / ( * o ) / ( * 0  +  * ) )  =  L  £  C O S ( k i j  • x )  ( 3 -2 8 )
Z i = 0  j =  1
( f ( x o ) f ( x o ) )= x ,  (3.29)
X = U m N (N + l)A % .  (3.30)
N -¥ °°
In the limit N —»■ C(cc) depends only on |ce|. We thus define
C(x) =  lim C(x).
N —*oo
Without loss of generality, we set x —xz to obtain
(3.31)
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Equations (3.29) and (3.32) imply that
sin(A:x)
C(x) kx
We define the correlation length of f{x), Lc, through the relation







STOCHASTIC ACCELERATION OF ELECTRONS BY FAST 
MAGNETOSONIC WAVES IN SOLAR FLARES
4.1 Abstract
We develop a model for stochastic acceleration of electrons in solar flares. As in sev­
eral previous models, the electrons are accelerated by turbulent fast magnetosonic waves 
(“fast waves”) via transit-time damping (TTD). (In TTD interactions, fast waves act like 
“moving magnetic mirrors” that push the electrons parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetic 
field). Unlike previous models, our model is two-dimensional in both velocity space and 
wavenumber space and takes into account the anisotropy of the wave power spectrum F,\ 
and electron distribution function / e. We use weak turbulence theory and quasilinear the­
ory to obtain a set of equations that describes the coupled evolution of Ft and f e. We 
solve these equations numerically and find that the electron distribution function develops 
a power-law-like non-thermal tail within a restricted range of energies E G (£ n t ,F max). We 
obtain approximate analytic expressions for Ent and Em-iX, which describe how these mini­
mum and maximum energies depend upon parameters such as the electron number density 
and the rate at which fast-wave energy is injected into the acceleration region at large scales. 
We contrast our results with previous studies that assume that Ft and / e are isotropic, and 
we make a qualitative comparison between the results from one of our simulations and 
the time-dependent hard-x-ray spectrum observed during the June 27, 1980 flare. In our 
numerical simulations, the electron energy spectra are softer (steeper) than in models with 




Solar flares involve a rapid increase in the number of photons emitted at energies ex­
ceeding ~  10 keV. The photon spectra at these large energies are typically non-thermal (Lin 
et al., 1981, 2003; Grigis & Benz, 2004; Liu et al., 2009; Krucker et al., 2010, 2011; 
Caspi & Lin, 2010; Ishikawa et al., 2011), indicating the presence of non-thermal elec­
trons (Brown, 1971; Miller et al., 1997). One of the mechanisms that has been proposed 
as an explanation for these energetic electrons is stochastic particle acceleration (Eichler, 
1979; Miller et al., 1996, 1997; Petrosian et al., 2006; Benz, 2008). In stochastic-particle- 
acceleration (SPA) models, energy is initially released from the coronal magnetic field by 
magnetic reconnection (Carmichael, 1964; Hirayama, 1974; Kopp & Holzer, 1976; Tsuneta 
et al., 1992; Tsuneta, 1996; Priest & Forbes, 2000). A portion of the released energy is in 
the form of plasma outflows. Downward-directed outflows collide with closed magnetic 
loops lower in the corona, generating electromagnetic fluctuations. These fluctuations in­
teract with electrons stochastically, accelerating some of the electrons to high energies.
For the purposes of studying fluctuations with lengthscales much smaller than the flare 
acceleration region, the acceleration site can be modeled as a homogeneous, magnetized 
plasma with a uniform magnetic field Bo. Electromagnetic fluctuations with magnetic 
fluctuations 5b ■< Bo can then be viewed as a superposition of waves. At wavelengths 
exceeding the ion inertial length va/O p (va is the Alfven speed and £2p is the proton cy­
clotron frequency), these waves can be approximated as MHD waves, i.e., Alfven waves, 
fast magnetosonic waves (fast waves), slow magnetosonic waves, and entropy waves.
Out of these wave types, fast waves are thought to be the most effective at accelerating 
electrons (Miller et al., 1996; Schlickeiser & Miller, 1998; Selkowitz & Blackman, 2004; 
Yan & Lazarian, 2004; Yan et al., 2008). Fast waves are compressive and modify the 
magnitude of the magnetic field as they propagate. These waves act like moving magnetic 
mirrors, exerting forces on the electrons, enabling energy to be exchanged between waves
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and electrons. The interactions described above are called transit time damping (TTD). In 
order for TTD to cause a secular increase in an electron’s energy, the electron and the wave 
it interacts with must satisfy the resonance condition,
COfcr —  fc ||V || =  0, (4.1)
where is the real part of the wave frequency, fcy is the component of the wavevector
k  parallel to Bo, and V| is the component of the electron’s velocity parallel to Bo. The
dispersion relation of fast waves is
©kr = kv A ,  (4.2)
and so the resonance condition reduces to
V | | = v A / c o s e ,  (4.3)
where va is the Alfven speed and 0 is the angle between k  and Bo- In the non-relativistic 
limit, TTD, like Landau damping, increases only the parallel kinetic energy mev |/2  of the 
electrons. On the other hand, Coulomb collisions and possibly others processes (e.g., pitch- 
angle scattering by whistler waves) can convert parallel kinetic energy into perpendicular 
kinetic energy, which can be an important process in SPA models.
Although fast waves are initially excited at large wavelengths by the interaction between 
reconnection outflows and magnetic loops, the energy of these fast waves can cascade to 
larger k as a result of turbulent wave-wave interactions. Fast-wave turbulence is similar 
to acoustic turbulence, which transfers wave energy from small k to large k along radial 
lines in k-space (Zakharov & Sagdeev, 1970; Cho & Lazarian, 2002; Chandran, 2005). 
This turbulent cascade can be important, because previous studies have found that TTD 
interactions are strongest for large-k fast waves (Miller et al., 1996). Also, turbulence
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introduces disorder or randomness into the wave field, causing wave-particle interactions 
to become stochastic.
In this work, we extend previous SPA models to allow for anisotropy in both the fast- 
wave power spectrum and the electron velocity distribution. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first time that both types of anisotropy have been accounted for within an SPA 
model. Our treatment of wave-particle and wave-wave interactions is based on quasilinear 
theory and weak turbulence theory. We solve the equations of our model numerically to 
investigate how flare parameters affect electron acceleration. We describe our model and 
numerical methods in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 and compare our results to results from Miller 
et al. (1996) in Section 4.5. In Sections 4.6 through 4.8 we analyze new results from our 
model, and in Section 4.9 we discuss and summarize our results.
We model the electron acceleration region as a box located ~  20,000 km above the 
chromosphere (Aschwanden, 2007), filled with a homogeneous proton-electron plasma 
pervaded by a uniform magnetic field B$. We define the fast-wave power spectrum in 
the acceleration region F(k), abbreviated Fk, to be twice the energy per unit mass per unit 
volume in fe-space, where k  is the wavevector. The total fast-wave fluctuation energy per 
unit mass is given by
For simplicity, we assume reflectional symmetry, F(—k) — F(k).  We take Fk to evolve in 
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0\
is a source term representing fast-wave injection from reconnection outflows. The quan­
tity Eq is the total wave energy injection rate per unit mass, and is the wavenumber at 
which Sk peaks. The term
is the term controlling the 0-dependence of Sk. The notation ’’Simulations A l, A2 and 
A3” refers to the simulation labels in Table 4.1. For the rest of the simulations, we use an 
isotropic Sk to analyze the TTD interactions since the realistic characteristics of Sk are un­
clear. We take the wave injection to last for a time qnj, where qnj is an adjustable parameter.
The term (dFfc/8f)turb in Equation (4.5) is the so-called “collision integral” in the wave 
kinetic equation for weakly turbulent fast waves in low-p plasmas derived by Chandran 
(2005, 2008), where (3 =  &%p / B q and p  is the plasma pressure. In particular, we set 
(dFic/dt)mrb equal to the right-hand side of Equation (4.8) of Chandran (2005), with the 
Alfven-wave power spectrum Ak in that equation set equal to zero:
We have neglected Alfven waves for simplicity but expect that their inclusion would not 
change our conclusions about electron acceleration. In weak fast-wave turbulence, waves 
with collinear wavevectors k, p, and q that satisfy the wavenumber resonance condition
for Simulations Al, A2, and A3
otherwise
(4.7)
+  8(fc +  p -  q)k(kFpFq + pFqFk -  qFpFk) b ( k - p - q ) . (4.8)
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k  =  p  + q and frequency matching condition k — p + q interact to produce a weak form
of wave steepening, which transfers wave energy from small k to large k along radial lines 
in fc-space. As sin0 decreases, fast waves become less compressive, the fast-wave cascade 
weakens, and the energy cascade time increases. This anisotropy is represented mathe-
anisotropic and normalized in order to compare our results with an isotropic model. The 
second-to-last term in Equation (4.5) is a damping term representing TTD,
the right-hand side of Equation (4.5) is a hyperviscous dissipation term, which we include 
in order to model all dissipation mechanisms operating at k >  Q^/va-
We take the electron distribution function / e to evolve according to the equation
The first term in Equation (4.10) is the rate of change of f t resulting from TTD interactions
We model TTD interactions within the framework of quasilinear theory. In this theory, the 
Vlasov equation is averaged over many wave periods and wavelengths. It is assumed that 
the fluctuations in the electric and magnetic fields are from small-amplitude waves, and 
that the imaginary parts of the wave frequencies are much smaller than the real parts. The 
averaged particle distribution function of species s, denoted f s, then evolves according to 
the equation (Kennel & Engelmann, 1966b; Stix, 1992)
matically by the coefficient of sin20 in Equation (4.8). When g(0) =  (3/2) sin2 0, Sk is
(4.9)
(e)where yk is the TTD damping rate, which is given later in this section. The last term on
(4.10)
and the last term in Equation (4.10) is the rate of change of / e due to Coulomb collisions.
£ M 2s ( y) / ~ x GPi$(®kr
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where qs is the charge of a particle of species s, L is the size of the plasma, Q.s is the rela- 
tivistic cyclotron frequency of species s, py (p±) is the component of the particle momen­
tum p  parallel (perpendicular) to B q, fcy (kj_) is the component of k  parallel (perpendicular) 
to B q, (£>kr is the real part of the wave frequency, n is any integer,
z =  k±v±/Sls, Jn is the Bessel function of order n, =  (E^  ^  iEky) /V2 ,  {B^) is the
Our Fourier transform convention is described in Appendix 4.10.1. The species subscript 
5 is p for protons or e for electrons. We neglect E^z because we take me/mp —» 0 when 
determining the properties of the waves, where me and mp are the electron and proton 
masses. The delta function in Equation (4.11) implies that strong interactions occur only 
when waves and particles satisfy
TTD arises from the term with n = 0 in Equation (4.11). We use the cold-plasma approx­
imation to describe the polarization and dispersion properties of fast waves, which is a 
reasonable approximation because P is small. For simplicity, we take the wave frequency 
to satisfy the low-frequency limit of the full cold-plasma dispersion relation,
(4.12)
=  ^L[E+e^Jn+l( z )+ E ^e -^ J n-i(z)] +  ^ E kzJn(z), (4.13)
v 2  P jl
Fourier transform of the electric (magnetic) field, and <|) is the azimuthal angle in fc-space.
<$kr-k ||V|| =  nQ.s. (4.14)
C0kr = kv A , (4.15)
even though we will apply our analysis to wavenumbers as large as £2p/v a, at which Equa­
tion (4.15) is only marginally accurate. By considering only TTD by fast waves, we can
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write Equation (4.11) in the form
M ]  = JL






Atd =  J  d3k 5(cos 0 -  vA/v||) (  1 -  ) fcF*, (4.17)
and y is the Lorentz factor. Equation (4.11) or (4.16) can be used to determine the amount 
of energy exchanged between waves and particles. By tracking how much energy elec­
trons gain from interacting with fast waves at a specific wavenumber k, we can subtract 
that amount of energy from the waves to determine the damping rate at wavenumber k. 
We explain this procedure in Appendix 4.10.1 in more detail. The general form of the 
quasilinear-theory (y*. =  X^y^ (0*r) damping rate, allowing for relativistic particles and
cyclotron (n /  0) interactions, as derived in Appendix 4.10.1 is
= - E  I  L  d ^ I  d p *s n=—°° 0 00
where c is the speed of light,
Yfc
2 2 P±C
y/p2c2 + mjc4 Wfe
-3(®/b- -  /c||V|| -  nQs)Gfs, 
(4.18)
Wfc = 16tc
9 ( © e , )
d(0 (4.19)
is one half the wave energy per unit volume in k space, and &h is the hermitian part of the 
dielectric tensor, which we approximate using the dielectric tensor for a cold plasma. In 
the non-relativistic limit, Equation (4.18) reduces to the damping rate derived by Kennel 
& Wong (1967). If we set n =  0 and consider only interactions involving electrons, then 
Equation (4.18) gives the value of yk ’ in Equation (4.9). For non-relativistic, Maxwellian 
electrons, the TTD damping rate from Equation (4.18) is
..m v' l^AuivA M.  
k 2+- (*i|VA/fip)2Y mp
me





This expression is bigger than the TTD damping rate for waves with (£>kr ^  Dp derived by 
Ginzburg (1960) by a factor of 2 /[l +  (\/2){k\\v^/Qv )2]. The difference occurs because 
we neglect Ekz by assuming me «  mp. For Maxwellian plasma, including £&z would 
reduce our damping rate by half (Stix, 1992) since its contribution in \|/ is comparable to the 
contribution from Eky. However, for non-Maxwellian f e plasma, the polarization linking 
Ekz to Eky or Ekx is unclear. We neglect Ekz to make the analysis tractable. However, based 
on the fact that our approximations cause us to over-estimate the fast-wave damping rate 
by a factor of 2, we estimate that our model over-estimates the electron acceleration rate 
by a factor of order 2. Although Equation (4.20) extends earlier low-frequency results to 
frequencies ~  Dp, this extension in not rigorous, because we have used the approximate 
dispersion relation in Equation (4.15). Equation (4.20) can thus be viewed as a convenient 
model of the TTD damping rate that captures some but not all of the physics of the o\ r ~  £2p 
frequency range.
Before incorporating the above equations into our model, we omit all wave-particle 
interactions involving waves with k > Dp/va- In particular, we set
and we limit the integration in Equation (4.17) to k < Dp/vA. It is not that we argue that 
waves at k > Dp/vA are ineffectual. We just confine our analysis to the contribution of fast 
waves with k < Dp/v A to electron acceleration.
To determine the value of the collision term (dfe/d t )coi in Equation (4.10), we make 
the following approximations. First, we neglect electron-proton collisions. We also work 
in the non-relativistic limit, setting
Jk-*0  for k > Dp/vA, (4.22)
(4.23)
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which is a reasonable simplification because we focus on electron energies <100 keV. The 
Coulomb collision operator for electron-electron collisions can be written in the form (Rosen- 
bluth et al., 1957)
and U =  |v —v'l. To evaluate Equation (4.24) numerically would require a number of oper­
ations per time step °c N„, where Nv is the number of velocity grid points in the numerical 
calculation. In order to reduce the number of operations required, we replace / e in Equa­
tions (4.28) and (4.29) with a Maxwellian distribution /m of temperature Tt . To compare 
with Miller et al’s (1996) model, we keep Te fixed at the initial electron temperature (sim­
ulations Al, A2 ,and A3). In our other simulations (simulations B, C and D), we pick Te 
so that f u  and / e have the same total energy. This allows Te to increase during a flare, 
as seen in hard X-ray observations (e.g. Figure 3 of Lin et al. 1981.) As discussed in 
Appendix 4.10.2, we estimate the error introduced by this approximation and find that it is 





is the Coulomb logarithm,




Using these approximated values of K\ and K2 , we can rewrite Equation (4.24) as
dfe\  4nA e4N0x7
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In order to solve for the time evolution of F*. and / e, we integrate Equations (4.5) 
and (4.10) numerically. We use an explicit method to integrate Equation (4.5) — the nu­
merical algorithm employed by Chandran (2005) with a trivial extension to account for the 
transit-time-damping term (dFk/dt)ttd =  —2^Fk. If we were to use an explicit method to 
integrate Equation (4.10), we would need to make the time step At exceedingly small in 
order to maintain numerical stability. We therefore integrate Equation (4.10) using the im­
plicit Bi-CGSTAB method (van de Vorst, 2003). To simplify the numerical algorithm, we 
treat the following quantities as constant within a single time step: the damping rate y* used 
to calculate (dF^/dt)ttci in Equation (4.5), the momentum diffusion coefficient Dttd used to 
calculate (3/e/3t)ttd in Equation (4.16), and the electron temperature Fe in Equation (4.35). 
We then update the values of Jk, Atd* and Te (only for Simulations B, C, and D) after each 
time step.
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In wavenumber space, we use a logarithmic wavenumber grid in both and (the
components of k  perpendicular and parallel to B q), with ku  == (0.2&o)2‘/ 4 for / =  0,1,2,
...  ,N  — 1, £||o =  0, k\\j — (0.2ko)2O’-1)/4 for j  =  1 ,2 , 3 , . . . ,iV—1, andiV =  62. In all of our 
calculations, we choose the hyperviscosity coefficient v so that dissipation is negligible at 
k < £2p/va but strong enough at k > Q.p/va to truncate the cascade.
In momentum space, we use a pseudo-logarithmic grid in p± and py. In pj_, cell centers 
are given by
and cell boundaries are given by
, po fea(2‘_2) -  1|
 —  ' (437)
where po =  2.02 x 10~2meVA and a  = 1.83 x 10-2 for i =  1,2, ...,NP. We choose this 
grid because it extends to p l± =  0 and has the property that Apll+] =  e2aAp±l, where 
Apu  — Pl±i+1 — Pxi is the “bin width” in p\_. The py grid is identical to the pj_ grid. 
Before discretizing Equation (4.10), we write this equation in the form
^  =  - V - J tot, (4.38)
where J tot is the total electron flux in momentum space. We then obtain a set of discrete 
equations by integrating Equation (4.38) over each grid cell in momentum space and apply­
ing Gauss’s theorem, so that d f  /dt  within each cell is given by the electron fluxes through 
the faces of the cell. Except at the edges of the simulated portion of momentum space, the 
flux through each cell face appears twice in the calculation: as an increase in the number 
of electrons in one cell and an equal and opposite decrease in the number of electrons in an 
adjacent cell. Summing over all cells, we conserve the total particle number, except for a 
tiny flow of particles out of the simulation domain at large momenta.
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4.5 Comparison with Miller et al (1996)
In this section, we compare our model with one of the numerical solutions from Miller 
et al. (1996), hereafter “MLM96.” In particular, we compare our results with MLM96’s 
“Case 4,” which is based on Kraichnan’s (1965) phenomenology of MHD turbulence. The 
acceleration region in MLM96’s model is homogeneous and has dimension Lf =  109 cm, 
volume 1027 cm3, electron density 1010 cm-3, and a uniform background magnetic field 
of strength 500 G. The electrons are initially Maxwellian with a temperature of 3 x 106 K. 
As time progresses, the electrons in MLM96’s simulations undergo Coulomb collisions 
with a background electron population that remains at Te =  3 x 106 K, even though the 
simulated electrons are heated and accelerated. For these parameters, (3e =  4.16 x 10~4, 
the electron thermal speed vte — ^ksTe/m^  is initially 0.62 va, and electrons with energy 
equal to 20 keV move at speed 7.8 va- Fast waves are not present at the beginning of 
MLM96’s simulations, but are instead injected at the wave number ko = 1.4 x 10~3Gp/va 
from t =  0 to t =  qnj =  3 x 106£2~1 at the rate Eo = 2 x  10~10v^Gp.
As a first comparison between our 2D model and MLM96’s model, we carry out Sim­
ulation Alin Table 4.1, which has the same parameters as MLM96’s Case 4 and the same 
treatment of collisions (fixed Te in Equation (4.35). Our choice of g(0) in Equation (4.6) for 
this simulation results in a steady-state inertial range power spectrum that is independent 
of 0 (See Appendix 4.10.3 for further discussion).
We find that in Simulation Al the maximum number of electrons with energies > 20 
keV, denoted Ar20,max> is 9.3 x 104, and the maximum rate at which electrons are accelerated 
to energies > 20 keV, denoted # 20,max. is 3.3 x 105 s-1 . These values are, respectively, 
~  400 and ~  900 times smaller than the corresponding values in MLM96’s Case 4. Only 
23% of the total energy injected into waves in our simulation is transferred to electrons, 














Al 500 10 3 4.2 2 7.5 3
A2, A3, A4 500 10 3 4.2 18 (2 .5 -3 .0 ) 3
B 500 10 1 1.4 5 5.6 OO
C 250 3 3 5.0 1.5 9.7 oo
D 150 1 3 4.6 0.125 3.4 300
Table 4.1. Parameter values in the simulations that we analyze in this paper. Bo and No are 
the background magnetic field strength and electron density in the solar-flare acceleration 
region, Initial is the initial electron temperature, and Pe,initial =  87CiVb^ B7e,initiai/^ o- 
the rate at which fast-wave energy is injected into the solar-flare acceleration region per 
unit (proton) mass per unit time, and fjnj is the duration of the fast-wave injection.
the wave energy is transferred to electrons in MLM96’s simulation. One of the reasons that 
electron acceleration is less efficient in our model is that in weak turbulence theory the fast- 
wave energy cascade is more rapid than in the simple phenomenological model employed 
by MLM96. For example, if k2Fk — c\k~3/2, where c\ is a constant, Equation (4.5) leads 
to a cascade rate that is ~  9 times larger than the cascade rate assumed by MLM96 (see 
Appendix 4.10.3) — hence, c\ would be smaller in our model in order to achieve the same 
value of Eq. More generally, when Eq is the same in our model and MLM96’s, the total 
fast-wave energy in our model is smaller, which causes TTD interactions to be weaker. A 
second reason that electron acceleration is less efficient in our model is the anisotropy of / e. 
Transit-time damping increases only the parallel kinetic energy mev |/2  of the superthermal 
electrons, and thus leads to anisotropic electron distributions in which A  < 1  for most of 
the electrons. However £>ttd ^  for non-thermal electrons (see Equation (4.43) below), 
and thus transit-time damping is less effective in our model than in models in which / e is 
isotropic.
In order to determine the relative importance of these two factors (the anisotropy of f e 
and the faster cascade rate), we carry out a second simulation (Simulation A2 in Table 4.1)
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in which Eq is increased by a factor of 9 so that wave amplitudes are roughly the same as 
in MLM96’s Case 4. However, we note that increasing Eo reduces the wave cascade time 
and causes TTD to start earlier in our larger-£o simulation than in MLM96’s Case 4. With
is 1.7 x 107 s-1 . These values are, respectively, ~  8 and ~  18 times smaller than the 
corresponding values in MLM96’s Case 4. In the simulation, only 14% of the total energy 
injected into waves is transferred to electrons.
The principal difference between Simulation A2 and Miller’s model is the anisotropy 
of f e and so we conclude that the anisotropy reduces the efficiency of electron acceleration 
in our model by a factor of ~  8 — 18 relative to MLM96 at fixed wave amplitudes. Since 
Fornax and Fornax are about 50 times smaller in Simulation Al than in Simulation A2, we 
conclude that the faster cascade rate in our model reduces Afeomax and A^ omax by a factor of 
~  50 relative to MLM96’s model for a fixed value of Eq.
In Simulations Al and A2, Te is fixed in our approximate collision operator (Equa­
tion (4.35)). However, as mentioned previously, Te can increase during a flare. To investi­
gate the effect of the increase, we carry out a simulation which is identical to Simulation 
A2, except that Te is now allowed to evolve so that (3/2)NoksTe is the total energy den­
sity of the instantaneous electron distribution. In Simulation A3, the value of A^ omax is 
6.2 x 106 and Momax is 1.6 x 107 s~!. The time evolution of A^ Omax and A^ omax are shown 
in Figure 4-1. Almost half of the total energy injected into waves is transferred to electrons.
In Figure 4-2 we plot the electron energy spectrum
this larger value of Eq, the value of A/20,max becomes 5.3 x 106 and the value of N20,»,max
(4.39)
in Simulation A3, where p = P\\/P an(i E — V P2c2 +  m2c4 — mec2. As this figure shows, 
a power-law-like structure develops over a narrow range of energies. At the end of the 
wave-injection period (t =  finj =  3 x 106 eV), this approximate power law extends from
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Figure 4-1. The number N  of electrons with energies E exceeding 20 keV (solid line) 
and the acceleration rate dN/dT  in Simulation A3. At t — tinj, wave injection ceases. 
Subsequently, the waves decay, and N  decreases because of Coulomb collisions.
~  10 keV to ~  45 keV, and N(E) is roughly proportional to E -3-3 in this range, shown in 
Figure 4-2. A similar power-law-like feature appears in Case 4 of MLM96 (their Figure 
11). However, their approximate power law (~ E~2) is much flatter than ours and extends 
to larger energies (> 100 keV).
For reference, we carry out a fourth simulation, Simulation A4, that is identical to 
Simulation A3, except that Sk is now isotropic but with the same total wave-injection power 
Eo- In this simulation, Ft becomes anisotropic because the fast-wave cascade rate depends 
on 0 as discussed following Equation (4.8).
4.6 Evolution of the Wave Power Spectrum F^
In this section, we describe the characteristic way that Et evolves in our simulations, 
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Figure 4-2. The electron energy spectrum N(E) at three different times in Simulation A3.
average wavenumber
« - ‘0 K
for Simulation A2 (dashed line) and for a modified version of Simulation A2 in which 
transit-time damping is turned off (dash-dot-dash line). In this modified version of Simula­
tion A2, the value of (k) is somewhat larger than in the original Simulation A2, consistent 
with the fact that TTD preferentially removes fast-wave energy at large k.
In Figure 4-3 we also plot the total fast-wave fluctuation energy Ut in Simulations Al 
and A2. In Figure 4-4 we plot the angle-integrated energy spectrum
Ek =  2tc [ %dQ sin(0)F* (4.41)
Jo
in Simulation A2 at three different times. At early times, Ut grows, but this growth saturates 
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Figure 4-3. The total wave energy Ut in Simulation A2 (solid line) and Simulation Al 
(dotted line). The dashed line is (k) in Simulation A2, and the dash-dot-dash line is (k) in 
a modified version of Simulation A2 in which transit-time damping is turned off.
a state in which energy injection at small k is balanced by energy dissipation at large k. At 
early times, (k) also grows, as Fk evolves towards a broad power-law-like spectrum. As can 
be seen in Figure 4-3, Ut reaches its maximum value at an earlier time in Simulation A2 
than in Simulation A l. This is because the larger values of Eo and Fk in Simulation A2 
reduce the energy cascade timescale at the forcing wavenumber ko.
As mentioned in Section 4.5, less than half of the energy that is injected into waves 
in all previous simulations is transferred to the electrons, and about half cascades to k > 
flp/vA where it is dissipated by hyperviscosity. We note that much of the wave energy that 
cascades to k > £2p/va in our simulations is in highly oblique waves with comparatively 
large values of sin0. There are two reasons for this. As discussed in Section 4.3, the energy 
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Figure 4-4. The angle-integrated wave energy spectrum E* at three different times in Sim­
ulation A3.
the TTD resonance condition, waves with sin0 ~  1 interact with only a small number of 
high-speed electrons, and thus experience comparatively little damping.
4.7 The Anisotropic Electron Distribution Function
In this section, we focus on how TTD and Coulomb collisions affect the anisotropic 
electron distribution function. We begin with an example, Simulation B of Table 4.1, in 
which tjnj =  oo, so that wave-injection is never shut off. Figure 4-5 shows / e at three differ­
ent times in this simulation. In the middle and right panels of this figure, and at a fixed p, 
/ e peaks at a pitch angle corresponding approximately to the black line. (We discuss the 
precise way in which this black line is determined later in this section.) The electron dis­
tribution becomes increasingly anisotropic at higher energies, in the sense that the value 
of p\\/p± along the black line increases as py increases. As we will argue in this section,
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Figure 4-5. Grey-scale plot of the distribution function / e in Simulation B at t =  5 x 
106f2~', 1.5 x lO7^ ” 1, and 2.5 x lO6^ 1. The solid lines are plots Equation (4.49), which 
represents the condition that the TTD timescale Tttd equals the collisional timescale t_lco1-
the anisotropic structure of / e reflects a balance between TTD, which accelerates electrons 
to larger |py|, and collisions, which isotropize the distribution. For reference, we plot the 
curve p = pt (white quarter circles) in Figure 4-5, where
pt = \J2mekgTe (4.42)
is the thermal momentum.
To describe the interplay between TTD and collisions quantitatively, we begin by ob­
taining an approximate analytic expression for the TTD momentum diffusion coefficient Atd 
in Equation (4.17). As shown in Equation (4.3), the wave-particle resonance condition for 
TTD interactions is vy  =  v a / c o s 0 ,  where 0 is the angle between k  and Bo. This equation 
implies that all electrons with the same value of V|| interact with fast waves with the same 
value of 0. Electrons with vy greatly exceeding va interact with highly oblique waves with 0 
approaching 90°. For the parameters we consider, va is of the same order of magnitude 
as the electron thermal speed, v te  =  \/ksTe/m e. Superthermal electrons with v y  ;»  v te thus 
also satisfy the inequality vy 3> va and interact with highly oblique waves. Since superther-
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mal electrons account for only a tiny fraction of the total electron kinetic energy, they drain 
only a small amount of power from highly oblique fast waves. Because fast-wave energy 
cascades radially in k space, remaining at a fixed 0, only a small amount of energy is drained 
from highly oblique fast waves as they cascade from the forcing wavenumber ko to the in­
verse ion inertial length £2p/va. We can thus approximate Fk for highly oblique waves using 
the results of weak turbulence theory, neglecting the drain of fast-wave energy by TTD in­
teractions with electrons. In this approximation, k2Fk = A(Q)k~3/2 at ko < k < Qp/va, 
where the normalization factor A(0) can be expressed in terms of the function Sk that de­
scribes the injection of fast waves at large scales, as described further in Appendix 4.10.3. 
Because we neglect wave-particle interactions involving fast waves with k >  Q.p/va (and 
drop such interactions from our numerical code), we set Fk = 0 at k > £2p/va in this dis­
cussion. Substituting the resulting expression for Fk into Equation (4.17) and setting y =  1, 
we find that
A'<= ( £ ) 1/21  (A '  ( I U  ' mMQp <443)
for superthermal electrons, where c2 =  /J° dx In(1 + x)[x(l +  x)]-5/2[(l +x)9/f2 —x9/2 — 
1] ~  26.2. The characteristic timescale on which TTD changes an electron’s parallel mo­




Equation (4.43) shows that Dttd p \ .  In contrast, Coulomb collisions become weaker 
as p increases. Thus, at sufficiently large p±, TTD dominates over Coulomb collisions, 
and electrons diffuse primarily in p^ rather than p±, which explains why the contours of 
constant / e are horizontal at large p± in Figure 4-5.
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On the other hand, at sufficiently small p±, Coulomb collisions dominate over TTD. We 
define the perpendicular (parallel) collisional timescale t_lcoi (T||co1) to be the characteristic 
time required for Coulomb collisions to change pj_ (py) by a factor of order unity. At 
p »  Pt and below the black line in Figure 4-5, -C py. In this region, p± can change by a
which causes Txcoi to be <C X||col. We can show from Equation (4.30) that when and
\p\\ I >  Fj_> the momentum diffusion coefficient for diffusion in p ± is approximately
is the characteristic collision frequency (e.g., the approximate pitch-angle scattering rate) 
for electrons with momentum mtvA. The perpendicular collision timescale is then
At very small p±, t_lcoi <SC Tttd and electrons diffuse in ln (p^/Pt) much more rapidly than 
they diffuse in ln(py/pt). This explains why the contours of constant / e are nearly vertical 
at small p± in Figure 4-5.
The transition between the TTD-dominated regime at large p± and the collision-dominated 
regime at small pj_ occurs when
If we set xttd =  xicoh P\\ t0 be »  meva, and replace the ~  signs in Equations (4.44) 
and (4.47) with equals signs, we obtain
factor of order unity when an electron’s pitch angle changes by much less than one radian,




^ttd ~  t'.Lcol- (4.48)
mevA m evA
(4.49)
where c3 is a dimensionless constant, which we have inserted to account for the uncer­
tainties in replacing the ~  signs with =  signs. The black lines in Figure 4-5 are plots of 
Equation (4.49) with
As mentioned previously, at a fixed p > pu / e reaches its maximum value close to the 
black lines in Figure 4-5. To a reasonable approximation, we can thus take the majority 
of the electrons at any fixed non-thermal energy E to satisfy Equation (4.49) to within a 
factor of order unity. In this approximation, we can view all properties of the non-thermal 
electrons as functions of the single variable p^. For example, p± = p±(p\\), xttd =  Xttd(P||)» 
etc. The way that electrons diffuse out to larger energies along the black lines in Fig­
ure 4-5 is through a combination of two processes. TTD causes electrons to diffuse in p\\ 
at a fixed p±, and Coulomb collisions scatter electrons to larger values of p±. If we fo­
cus on one of the horizontal lines of constant / e above the black lines in Figure 4-5, the 
timescale xttd increases as p || increases. The time it takes an electron to reach a point 
on one of the black lines in Figure 4-5 with parallel momentum p\\ is thus xttd(P||)> or 
equivalently Xj_coi(p||). This timescale is the acceleration timescale, denoted xacc:
c3 =  0.93. (4.50)
xacc(P ||) — x ± co l(F ||)- (4.51)
With the use of Equations (4.45), (4.47), and (4.49), we find that
mevA
(4.52)




A t — t TCas (4.54)
is the duration of the acceleration process, and xcas is the time required for fast-wave energy 
to cascade from k =  ko to k =  £2p/va- (The values of Tcas in our simulations are derived 
in Appendix 4.10.3 and listed in Table 4.1) At 0 < t < tcas, F* is still growing, and Equa­
tion (4.43), which is the basis of our analysis, does not apply. Equation (4.53) leads to a 
maximum parallel momentum of
In the non-relativistic limit that we have been focusing on, the maximum energy Fmax that 
electrons can be accelerated to via TTD is then
We note that Equations (4.55) and (4.56) are valid only when t < tjnj. At larger values of t, 
after wave injection ceases, the fast-wave energy decays away, TTD interactions cease, 
and the electrons undergo a purely collisional evolution, which is described further in Sec­
tion 4.8.
Referring to Figure 4-2, the energy EmaK is the high-energy cutoff of the non-thermal 
tail in the electron energy distribution. We now discuss, with the aid of Figure 4-6, the 
physics that determines the minimum energy of this non-thermal tail, which we denote Fnt) 
again restricting our discussion to t < t;nj. The vertical dashed line Figure 4-6 represents 
the minimum parallel momentum = meva at which electrons can satisfy the TTD res­
onance condition, Equation (4.3). The solid line in this figure is a plot of the solution of 
Equation (4.49) for some arbitrary choice of parameters. Above this line, and to the right of 
the dashed line, Ttt(j < T^coi and TTD interactions are dominant. That is, electrons diffuse
P || max (4.55)
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primarily in py rather than in p±, as illustrated schematically with the horizontal double­
headed arrow. The p± coordinate at the intersection of the solid and dashed lines is de­
noted p_i_min and is the minimum value of p ± for which TTD can dominate over collisions. 
Assuming that £  < £max> electrons with p± > pimin diffuse rapidly in py (on timescales 
<  xacc) within the interval py G jm eV A , P | | ( p ± ) ] ,  where the function py(p_L) is obtained by 
inverting Equation (4.49). In the non-relativistic limit, the energies at the endpoints of this 
py interval are
Ei (p±) =  ^  M . +  mM )  (4-57)
and
E2(p l )  = ^ ~ { P ±  + \P\I(T7^ ) ] 2 }  • ( 4 -5 8 )
These endpoints are labeled E\  and £2 in Figure 4-6. We define the ratio
*<'J -
where Nyi{E) is the Maxwellian energy spectrum, obtained by replacing / e in Equation (4.39) 
with /m, the Maxwellian distribution that has the same total energy as the instantaneous 
value of / e. When p± is just slightly larger than pxmin> E\ and £2 are not too dissimi­
lar, R{p±) is not very large, and the diffusion of electrons from py = meva to py =  py (pj_) 
causes only a minor enhancement of the energy spectrum at £  =  £2 relative to a Maxwellian 
energy spectrum. Such a minor enhancement is unable to produce a noticeable non-thermal 
tail in N(E).  However, as p± increases, R(p±) grows, and eventually the diffusion of elec­
trons from py =  meVA to py =  py (p jJ produces a major enhancement in the value of N( E)  
at £  =  £ 2, leading to the presence of a substantial non-thermal tail in the distribution. In our 
numerical simulations, we find that the non-thermal tail begins at an energy Ei (p± nt)> 
where p±nt is the solution of the equation
E(P±  m) =  100. (4.60)
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Figure 4-6. The solid line is the solution to Equation (4.49) for some arbitrary choice of 
parameters. This line gives the location in the (p||,pj_) plane at which xttd =  'tj.col- The 
vertical dashed line py =  meva shows the minimum p\\ for which electrons can undergo 
resonant TTD interactions. The horizontal dotted line represents py-diffusion due to TTD, 
which is dominant above the solid line and to the right of the dashed line. In order for 
TTD to be dominant, pj_ must exceed Pimm* which is the p± coordinate of the intersec­
tion between the solid and dashed lines. The energies E\(p±) and ^ ( P i  ) are evaluated, 
respectively, along the dashed and solid lines.
Qualitatively, there are two main factors that control the value of £ nt- The first is the 
amplitude of the fast-wave turbulence. As E q and F* decrease, p j_mjn increases, since elec­
trons need larger values of pj_ for TTD to dominate over collisions. This causes Ent to 
increase as a consequence. On the other hand, if E q and F* are sufficiently large, Fnt can 
be reduced to energies just moderately above the thermal energy. The second factor that 
influences Fnt is the electron temperature. As electrons are heated, the effects of TTD on / e 
become pronounced only at higher and higher electron energies, causing Ent to increase. 
For example, if at a fixed pj_, the difference in the energy between the dashed line and 
solid line in Figure 4-6 is less than k^Tt , then the diffusion of electrons from py =  meva to
That is,
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Figure 4-7. The electron energy spectrum N(E ) in Simulation B at t — 0, 8 x lO6^ " 1, 
1.6 x lO7^ 1, and 2.4 x 107£2“ *. The dotted, dashed, and solid vertical lines indicate 
the value of Emax from Equation (4.56) at 8 x 106iQ.“ !, 1.6 x lO7^ " 1, and 2.4 x lO7^ ” 1, 
respectively.
Pj[ =  p|| (pj_) at that value of p± will have only a minor effect on N(E2 (p±)). We note that 
the location of the black solid lines in Figures 4-5 and 4-6 do not depend upon Te, since Ts 
does not enter into Equation (4.49).
In Figures 4-7 and 4-8, we compare our expressions for Emax and Ent in Equations (4.56) 
and (4.61) with the electron energy spectrum in Simulation B. We show the same compar­
ison for Simulations C and D in Figure 4-9, but at different times: t = 2.2 x lO7^ ” 1 for 
Simulation C and t = 108£2p 1 for Simulation D. As these figures show, our expressions for 
£max and E„t in Equations (4.56) and (4.61) approximately bound the non-thermal tail in 








Figure 4-8. The dotted-line, dashed-line, and solid-line curves are plots of N(E) in Sim­
ulation B at t =  8 x 106Q~1, t = 1.6 x 107f2~\ and t = 2.4 x 107I2~ \  respectively. The 
dash-dot-dash curves are Maxwellian energy spectra NU(E) that have the same total en­
ergy as N(E) at these same three times. The vertical dotted, dashed, and solid lines show 
the values of Ent at the times t = 8 x lO6^ " 1, t = 1.6 x lO7! ^ 1, and t =  2.4 x lO7^ " 1, 
respectively.
4.7.1 The Minimum (3e Required for Efficient TTD
The fraction of the electron population that is significantly affected by TTD depends 
strongly on (3e. If (3e <C me/mp, then the electron thermal speed is much less than va, and 
the number of electrons with \p\\ | meva is exponentially small. Since \p^\ must exceed 
meva in order for electrons to satisfy the TTD resonance condition, TTD interactions with 
fast waves are exceedingly weak if pe «  me/mp.
If pe is initially <C me/mp in a flare, we conjecture that there may be a transient early 
stage in a flare in which some process heats the electrons until pe ~  me/m p. During this 
initial heating stage, TTD is ineffective at accelerating electrons to non-thermal energies 






Figure 4-9. Solid-line curves are N(E) in Simulation C at t =  2.2 x l07Qp 1 (left panel) 
and Simulation D t =  108£2~1 (right panel). The thin dashed lines are plots of Maxwellian 
distributions with the same total energy as the (non-Maxwellian) electron spectra. The 
vertical dotted (thick-dashed) lines show the locations of Eat (£max) in these simuluations 
at these same times. At the moments, the spectral indices are 3.05 and 2.99 from the 
simulations C and D, respectively. The straight solid lines are power-law fits to N(E) in the 
energy interval Ent< E < Emax.)
stage, a significant fraction of electrons satisfy py > meva, and TTD acceleration to higher 
energies becomes much more efficient. For example, in Simulations A3, the value of Te in 
the collision term is fixed thus pe is suppressed from increasing. As consequence, only 14% 
of energy is transferred to electrons. Once, we allow Te in the collision term to increase in 
Simulation A4 (sharing the same set of parameters as in Simulation A3), 44% of energy 
injected into waves is transferred to electrons.
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4.7.2 Power-Law Fits to the Non-thermal Tail
TTD results in a non-thermal tail in the electron energy spectrum that resembles a power 
law within the energy range Emin < E < Emax. We fit the energy spectra in our simulations 
within this energy range with a power-law of the form N(E) «  E~^ and show these fits in 
Figures 4-9, and 4-10. The resulting values of r\ range from 2.3 to 4.38. As mentioned in 
Section 4.5, our electron energy spectra are steeper than in the isotropic-/e model of Miller 
et al. (1996), in which the non-thermal tail in N(E) is approximately proportional to E~2.
4.8 Time Evolution of the Electron Energy Spectrum
In Figure 4-10 we plot the electron energy spectrum N(E) at different times in Sim­
ulation D. Between t =  0 and t ~  42 s, the electron distribution develops a non-thermal, 
power-law-like tail extending to ~  80 keV. As time progresses, this power-law tail shifts to 
larger energies, and the temperature of the thermal particles increases, so that the thermal 
distribution shifts into the energy window shown in the figure. After wave injection ceases 
at t — tmj =  3 min 28 s, the heating of the thermal distribution ends, and the non-thermal 
particles are gradually pulled back into the thermal distribution by Coulomb collisions. 
However, the collision frequency is p~3 at these non-thermal energies, and thus the low- 
energy end of the non-thermal tail is affected by collisions earlier than the high-energy end 
is affected. As a result, during the collisional evolution at t > the non-thermal tail drops 
to lower amplitudes but becomes flatter, as can be seen in the middle and right panels of 
Figure 4-10.
The evolution of N(E) shown in Figure 4-10 is qualitatively similar to the evolution of 
the hard x-ray spectrum observed in the June 27, 1980 flare, which is plotted in Figure 3 
of Lin et al. (1981). In both our model and the observations: (1) the power-law part of the 
spectrum is confined to a fairly narrow energy range, with N(E ) steepening at E ~  100 keV; 
(2) the thermal distribution and non-thermal tail shift to higher energies as time progresses
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during the early stages of the flare; and (3) during the late stages of the flare, the non- 
thermal tail becomes flatter, but drops in amplitude.
Although the electron spectrum in Simulation D qualitatively resembles the photon 
spectrum in the June 27, 1980 flare, our model is not yet sufficiently sophisticated to pro­
duce a synthetic hard x-ray spectrum 1(E) for a detailed comparison to the observations. In 
order for us to map N(E) in our model, which is the electron energy spectrum in the coro­
nal acceleration region, into an x-ray spectrum 1(E), we would need to calculate the flux 
of electrons per unit energy F(E ) into the chromosphere. For example, in Brown’s (1971) 
thick-target model, 1(E) EF(E) if the flux of electrons into the chromosphere is steady. 
However, this escape of electrons into the chromosphere changes N(E) in a way that is not 
accounted for in our model. For example, if electrons escape from the acceleration region 
more rapidly at higher energies, then escape steepens N(E).
4.9 Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we develop a stochastic-particle-acceleration (SPA) model in which elec­
trons are energized by transit-time-damping (TTD) interactions with weakly turbulent fast 
waves. We use quasilinear theory and weak turbulence theory to describe the time evo­
lution of the electron distribution function / e and the fast-wave power spectrum Ty. We 
also include an approximate treatment of Coulomb collisions. In our model, neglecting Ekz 
causes us to over-estimate the fast-wave damping rate by a factor of 2, we estimate that our 
model over-estimates the electron acceleration rate by a factor of order 2.
We solve the equations of this model numerically and find that TTD leads to power-law­
like non-thermal tails in the electron energy spectrum N(E) extending from a minimum 
energy Enx to a maximum energy Zsmax- We derive approximate analytic expressions for Ent 
and Emax and find that these expressions match our numerical solutions reasonably well.
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Figure 4-10. The time evolution of the electron energy spectrum N(E) in Simulation D. 
The dotted-line curve in the left panel is the initial Maxwellian spectrum at t =  0 s. The 
curves plotted with +  signs in all three panels are plots of N(E) at t = (42 +  27.75j) s with 
j  — 0,1,2, ...12. These curves are ordered in time, from top to bottom in each panel, with 
j  G (0,4) in the left panel, j  G (4,8) in the middle panel, and j  G (9,12) in the right panel. 
The scale on the vertical axis applies to the topmost -f-sign curve in each panel as well 
as the dotted line in the left panel, with each succeeding plot of N(E) in each panel offset 
downward by a factor of 10-2 .
The main new feature of our model that distinguishes it from previous studies is our in­
clusion of anisotropy in both momentum space and wavenumber space. We assume cylin­
drical symmetry (about the magnetic field direction) in both velocity space and wavenum­
ber space, but allow / e to depend upon both p± and and F* to depend on both k± and k^. 
Another new feature of our work in the context of SPA models is our use of weak turbulence 
theory to describe the fast-wave energy cascade, which enables us to avoid introducing an 
adjustable free parameter into the energy cascade rate and to account for the weakening of 
the energy cascade as sin 9 decreases, where 0 is the angle between the wavevector k  and 
the background magnetic field B q.
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To investigate how much these new features affect our results, we compare one of our 
numerical solutions with a numerical example (“Case 4”) published by Miller et al. (1996) 
(MLM96), which is based on their isotropic SPA model. We find that there are two main 
differences between our model and theirs. The first concerns the energy cascade rate. They 
modeled the fast-wave energy cascade by solving a nonlinear diffusion equation for Fk, 
in which the diffusion coefficient contained an adjustable free parameter. If we set the 
injection rate to produce k2Fk =  Ak~3/2 in both models, where A is some constant, then the 
energy cascade rate in our model is roughly 9 times faster than in their model. Conversely, 
if we set the energy cascade rates to be equal in the two models, then is smaller in 
our model than in theirs, which weakens electron acceleration by fast waves in our model 
relative to theirs. The second main difference between our models is that the anisotropy of 
/ e causes TTD to be less efficient in our model than in MLM96’s. This is because TTD 
accelerates electrons to larger values of |/?|| |, but not to larger values of p ± . This causes / e to 
become anisotropic in our model, with most of the electrons satisfying Ipy j > p±. The TTD 
momentum diffusion coefficient, however, is p4±, and the electrons in our anisotropic 
model have smaller values of p4± than in MLM96’s isotropic model. Because of these 
differences, the total number of electrons accelerated to energies > 20 keV is considerably 
smaller in our model than in MLM96’s, the power-law-like non-thermal tails in the electron 
energy spectrum are steeper in our model, and these tails are limited to lower maximum 
energies in our model.
Beyond the comparison with MLM96, our principal new results are the following:
1. In the presence of TTD and Coulomb collisions, the electron distribution function 
at non-thermal energies approaches a specific characteristic form, which is shown 
in Figure 4-5. At a fixed p, / e peaks at a pitch angle that corresponds to the black 
line in Figure 4-5. This line is a plot of Equation (4.49) and corresponds to the 
locations in the p±-p\\ plane at which the TTD timescale Tttd equals the collisional
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timescale Ticoi- Above this black line (at large p±), TTD dominates over collisions, 
and rapid py-diffusion of electrons causes / e to become almost independent of py. 
Below this curve, collisions dominate over TTD, and / e depends more strongly on 
In py than on Inp±.
2. As can be seen in our expression for Emax in Equation (4.56), the maximum en­
ergy of the non-thermal tail increases with increasing density No. This is because 
collisions help electrons to reach higher energies by converting some of the paral­
lel kinetic energy (mev |/2) gained via TTD interactions into perpendicular kinetic 
energy (mev^/2), which increases the rate of TTD acceleration (since Atd ^  v\).  
Another way of thinking about this is that an electron can only reach a point (py, p±) 
on the black line in Figure 4-5 after the elapsed time At has grown to a value of order 
the collisional timescale Tj_coi at that point (which equals the TTD timescale xttci at 
that point). Consistent with this reasoning, .Emax increases with t up until the wave 
injection ceases and the waves decay away.
3. As the thermal electrons are heated and Te increases, the minimum energy Ent of the 
non-thermal tail moves to higher energies. In the simulations we have run so far, Ent 
depends only weakly on the magnetic field strength Bo and No-
4. One of the ways that the magnetic field strength Bq and the initial electron tempera­
ture affect electron acceleration via TTD is through their influence on the value of Pe­
lf the initial value of pe is <C me/mp, then only an exponentially small fraction of the 
electrons have large enough values of jvy | that they can satisfy the TTD resonance 
condition Equation (4.3), and TTD acceleration is exceedingly weak.
5. Relative to Miller et al’s (1996) isotropic-/e model, our inclusion of momentum- 
space anisotropy and neglect of non-collisional sources of pitch-angle scattering
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makes / e steeper, reduces the maximum energy Emax of the non-thermal tail, and 
reduces the total number of electrons accelerated to energies > 20 keV.
6. The time evolution of N(E) in our Simulation D qualitatively resembles the time 
evolution of the hard x-ray spectrum 1(E) in the June 27, 1980 flare reported by 
Lin et al. (1981). However, our model is not yet sophisticated enough to produce 
synthetic x-ray spectra, because we have neglected the escape of electrons from the 
acceleration region, which is critical for determining 1(E) and which alters N(E).
There are several important processes that we have not included in our model. As just 
mentioned, we have not accounted for the escape of electrons from the flare acceleration 
region or the flow of low-energy electrons into the acceleration region from the chromo­
sphere. We have also neglected the escape of fast waves from the acceleration region (see 
Pongkitiwanichakul et al. (2012) & Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion of wave escape) 
and resonance broadening in wave-particle interactions (Shalchi et al., 2004; Shalchi & 
Schlickeiser, 2004; Yan & Lazarian, 2008; Lynn et al., 2012). In the simulations we have 
run so far, most or significant amount of the power injected into fast waves at small k cas­
cades to k > np/vA, where it presumably initiates a cascade of whistler waves. However, 
our model completely neglect the effects of whistler waves and other waves at k > £2p/vA 
on the electrons. Our model thus describes only the effects of fast-magnetosonic waves 
at k < Op/va, not the effects of all wave modes in flares. A related point is that we have 
neglected non-collisional forms of pitch-angle scattering. One of the effects that waves 
at k > Op/va could have is to enhance the electron pitch-angle scattering rate. By con­
verting perpendicular electron kinetic energy into parallel kinetic energy, such enhanced 
pitch-angle scattering would increase the efficiency of TTD electron acceleration in flares, 
since Dmj oc Vj_.
A useful direction for future research would be to incorporate some or all of these pro­
cesses into the type of anisotropic SPA model that we have developed. Another valuable
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direction for future research would be to determine the amplitude of fast-wave turbulence 
in solar flares using large-scale direct numerical simulations. Because the turbulence am­
plitude plays a critical role in SPA models, a determination of this amplitude would lead to 
much more rigorous tests of SPA models than have previously been possible.
This work benefited from valuable discussions with our colleagues in a NASA Living- 
With-a-Star Focused-Science-Topic team working on “Flare Particle Acceleration Near 
the Sun and Contribution to Large SEP Events.” This work was supported in part by 
NASA grants NNX07AP65G and NNX11AJ37G, NSF grant AGS-0851005, DOE grant 
DE-FG02-07-ER46372, and NSF/DOE grant AGS-1003451.
4.10 Appendix
4.10.1 Relativistic Damping Rate
Before we solve for the relativistic damping rate, we must consider the Fourier trans­
form convention used in this work. Although the rate does not depend on the transform 
convention, intermediate steps on the calculation do. We take
difference between our Fourier convention and the convention in Stix (1992) is that ours 
has an extra factor of 1 /(2tt)3/2 in Equation (4.62).
(4.62)
where gw(x) =  g(x)H(x)H(y)H(z) and
0 otherwise
(4.63)
The window function H{x) is introduced to avoid the divergence of g(k) by limiting the 
integration within a specific volume L? and extending L to infinity after the integration. The
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The right-hand side in Equation (4.11) is in the form of equation (4.61) in Stix 1992,
(A(x)B(x )) =  lim - 4 r  f  d3x A (x )B (x ) (4.64)
L-too JJ> J y
=  hm f  d3kA(k)B(—k)
The azimuthal average in k space is interpreted as an ensemble average, thus
(A(x)B(x)) =  hm / A  (M k)B (-k ) )  (4.65)
In quasilinear theory, the time evolution equation for f s is
3/* 00 C ct~* fa ( 2te \
97 =  2 5 °  £  nql J 7 7  \ T J GP-L^ (iikr~ k\\v\ \~ n a ^ ^ M 2Gfs- (4.66)
The factor (2k)3 is the same as the factor shown in Equation( 4.65). From the above
equation, the rate of change of particle relativistic kinetic energy is given by
Ks — L3J  d3p[(p2c2 + m2c4) 1^ 2 - m sc2} ^ - .  (4.67)
Since the total energy of waves and particles is conserved, we can set
£ £ s +  ew =  0 (4.68)
where t w is the rate of change of total wave energy,
ew =  2(2tc3) j  d3kWk (4.69)
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is the total wave energy, and the factor (27l)3 is from our fourier transform convention. The 
rate of change of the total wave energy is
ew = 4(2%)3 j d 3b{kWk, (4.70)
where yk is the imaginary part of the wave frequency. We thus are able to calculate y k from 
Equation (4.68). Let us consider only waves existing within an infinitesimal region in k 
space, denoted 85, centered on wavenumber ko and of volume (M )3. We set
WkQ if A: G 85 
Wk = { (4.71)
0 otherwise.
Upon setting £ SKS + t w — 0 as shown in Equation 4.68, integrating by parts the right-hand 
side of Equation (4.67) and making use of the identities v ± p \ \  =  v \ \ P ±  and dvL/dp\\ — 
dvjl/dpjL, we obtain
4(2Jt)3Yfc0W'/eo(A&)3 = ^  £  2ltV(2Jl)3 f  d \  [ ~ d p x f  d p t ^ A ^ S(o>lr -  -  nQ)Gf,
$ n — — OO J  J O  j  —OO W  p  Q - j -- f f l ^ C
(4.72)
The term \yn,k\2 is proportional to \Ek \2 and also Wk. The integration over k is thus con­
fined to the infinitesimal wavenumber volume 85. If we rewrite the right-hand side of 
Equation (4.72) symbolically as / d3kL(k), then this integral becomes L(ko)(Ak)3. Rear­
ranging terms, we obtain
*=L i j f  ^  - n n ) G / ’ '
(4.73)
When waves are present at various values of k, the damping rate at one wavevector is 
unaffected by the presence of waves at other wavenumbers, because of the small-amplitude,
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quasi-linear limit. As a consequence, we can drop the subscript 0 in Equation (4.73). and 
apply this equation generally. To make the damping rate similar to the non-relativistic 
rate deriveed by Kennel & Wong (1967), we rewrite Equation (4.73) to include the plasma 
frequency G)ps and the number density of particles species s,
^W -s^ps 1 f°° j  f°° j  p \ c2 lV«,fe|2 s:^  k r ~ n £ l \
Yfc =  L  L  ~ o h j —  T  d p ±  d p W /  9 t T = r =z ~ v j — 6  v n --------------1 ----------  G - ^ ’s nt ±-oo 8Ao k|| Jo J-co ^ p 2c2 +  m2c4 Wk y  k\\ J
(4.74)
where ms is the mass of a particle species 5. In non-relativistic limit, Equation (4.74) 
becomes
V, = E E .  g  | i |  r ^ v i / _ > v „ ^ 8 Cv/5. (4 ,5 )
where f s is redefined as the distribution function in velocity space, and
V l l \  d d
l i  +  (4-76)(Okr J  dv± \  <Hkr )  aV||
This non-relativistic damping rate is exactly the rate derived by Kennel & Wong (1967).
4.10.2 Estimating the Error in our Approximate Collision Operator
The Coulomb collision operator involves the quantities
Ki(p) = y > / / / e ( p V \  (4.77)
and
Ki(p) =  J  d3p ' fe(p')u, (4.78)
where u =  \p' — p\- To calculate the exact form of the collision operator,a huge number 
of operations per time step is required. In order to increase the speed of the calculations,
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we assume that electrons no longer collide with themselves but instead with Maxwellian 
electrons that share the same temperature. We thus replace K\{p) and ^ ( p ) ,  respectively, 
with
where /m is the Maxwellian distribution that has the same temperature as / e. In this case, 
H\ (p) and Hz(p) can be pre-calculated and depend only on the temperature and the density 
of electrons. To estimate the error introduced by this approximation we compare H\ (p) to 
K\(p) and7^2(p) to K2 (p) in Simulation B at t  =  2.9 x lO8^ " 1. The results are shown in 
Figure 4-11.
The maximum value of |/fi —K\\/K\ increases with time, reaching the value 0.14 at 
t = 2.9 x lO8^ ” 1. The maximum value of [#2 — Ri\/K .2 fluctuates around ~  0.05. The 
small uncertainty results from the Maxwellian structure of / e at low p.
4.10.3 Fast-Wave Turbulence
In most situations involving turbulence, fluctuations or waves are excited at small scale 
l / ko -  In our model, this excitation is represented by including the term Sk where
is the total energy injection rate. Here, k max is the maximum wavenumber at which waves 
are dissipated by viscosity in the simulations. Since Sk contains the term exp (—k2), waves 
at fcmax are hardly excited directly by Sk, we then extend kmax to infinity and calculate 
for Eo, writing Sk in term of E q. In most situations, including solar flares, the magnetic 
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Figure 4-11. Difference between H\ and K\ (top panel) and H2 and K% (bottom panel) in 
Simulation B at t =  2.9 x lO7^ ! 1.
hardly amplified by 5* or dissipated by viscosity. The only main process at these scales 
is turbulence and the range of these scales is called the inertial range. When waves in the 
inertial range reach a steady state, their cascade rates must be equal to the cascade rates 
of larger-scale waves or the injection rate at Icq. From Equation (4.8), when waves reach a 
steady state which Fk — Aige&~7/2, the energy cascade rate per solid angle per unit mass 
density is given by (Chandran, 2005),
97t2C2A?gp sin2 0
e  =  —  ’ (4 -8 2 >16va
where C2 is defined following Equation (4.43). If waves are injected isotropically (i.e., £ is 
independent of 0 as in Simulation A4, B, C, and D) with the total injection rate E q — 4%e
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because fast-wave energy cascade radially,
E iso  -  (4 .8 3 )
4 va
On the other hand, in our Simulations Al, A2, and A3, we take an anisotropic injection S*. 
If waves reach a steady state which =  A2&”7/2,
£ani =  3%l C~Al . (4 .8 4 )2va
We can compare Equation (4.84) to the cascade rate implied by the equation 3.3 in MLM96,
Em= 1- ^ i  (4.85)
VA
As a result, our cascade rate is higher by a factor of 37tC2/28. Therefore, if the injection 




In this work, we investigate resonant interactions between waves and particles in weakly 
turbulent plasmas in the solar corona and the solar wind. We develop a numerical code 
(WPK code) for solving resonant interactions between waves and particles in 2-dimensional 
momentum space and combine the code with the existing wave turbulence code (Chandran, 
2005). By using the WPK code alone, we demonstrate how the interactions between pro­
tons and oblique A/IC waves can be unstable to parallel A/IC waves. As a result, protons 
are heated and parallel A/IC waves are amplified by absorbing energy for oblique A/IC 
waves as described in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we modify the turbulence code to include 
only fast waves with an additional wave-escape term to investigate the effects from wave 
escape. The investigation requires only the turbulence code as we use a simple form of a 
dissipation presenting wave-particle interactions. As a result, the ratio of the energy dis­
sipation rate to the energy injection rate depends on only the ratio of the wave escaping 
time to the wave cascade time (see more detail in Chapter 3). After testing both codes 
and making use of them separately, we combine the WPK code and the turbulence code 
together to study the interactions between fast waves and electrons in a solar flare as pro­
vided in Chapter 4. We modify the WPK code to include only the transit time damping 
(TTD) of fast waves by electrons. We also add a term presenting Coulomb collisions since 
the coronal plasma is weakly collsional. We modify the turbulence code by keeping only 
fast-wave turbulence and add a dissipation term to consume all energy of waves beyond 
MHD regime (k > Qp/ va). We add the TTD damping rate but neglect the wave-escape
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term from Chapter 3. Results are summarized in the section discussion and conclusion in 
Chapter 4.
However, our WPK and turbulence codes have limited use with some specific condi­
tions. Furthermore, we neglect several mechanisms that can provide important effects. In 
this chapter, we then summarize and discuss how we can advance our research by improv­
ing WPK and turbulence codes.
5.1 Resonant Interactions Between Protons and Oblique Alfven/Ion- 
Cyclotron Waves
In Chapter 2, we demonstrate how resonant interactions between protons and oblique 
Alfven/ion-cyclotron (A/IC) waves have the potential to be more effective than the parallel 
A/IC waves. Assuming that a mechanism generates oblique high-frequency A/IC waves, 
the resonant interactions between these waves and protons initially modify the proton dis­
tribution function f p to become unstable to parallel waves. As long as oblique waves are 
continuously generated and interact with protons, parallel A/IC waves are amplified and 
dominate at a wavenumber at which interactions are strong. Parallel waves then modify 
plasma toward a state at which f p is constant along a particular set of nested scattering 
surfaces whose shapes are provided by Equation (2.5). As f p approaches this state, the 
imaginary part of the frequency of parallel A/IC waves drops continuously towards zero, 
but oblique waves continue to cause protons to diffuse across these kinetic shells to higher 
energies as plasma is heated.
The scattering surfaces are neither perpendicular nor parallel to the boundaries of grid 
cells since the cylindrical coordinates are used. As parallel waves are amplified, the uncer­
tainty from the numerical calculations increases as the diffusion coefficients corresponding 
to parallel waves increase. The uncertainty can eventually dominate the contributions from 
the resonant interactions between oblique waves and protons. This uncertainty leads to
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unreliable amount of protons crossing scattering surfaces. In the simulation in Chapter 2, 
parallel waves can amplify to a certain magnitude before f p becomes unreliable and can 
be significantly negative at some values of velocity. We cannot avoid the large uncertainty 
as parallel waves are amplified since it depends on machine. However, we can confine 
the uncertainty within each scattering surface by using appropriate coordinates. Since the 
variable T| defines scattering surfaces, it can serve as one suitable coordinate. Thus, the 
uncertainty from parallel-wave diffusion coefficients do not contribute to protons diffusing 
across the scattering surfaces. Within the scattering surface, f p is nearly constant, so the 
uncertainty becomes limited and the change of f p is small. The value of T| is defined by 
(Chandran et al., 2010b),
and vph(vj|) is the speed of parallel waves. The other coordinates can be
and the azimuthal angle (j).
The further step may be to develop the codes to solve a more realistic system in the 
solar corona or the solar wind. In Chapter 2, we used an unrealistic fixed power spectrum 
of oblique waves at one specific angle to demonstrate how parallel waves become unstable 
when oblique waves are continuously generated. We consider the setting as the first step in 
creating a model for studying the physics of the resonant interactions in the solar corona and 
the solar wind. To make the model realistic, we may remove a fixed spectrum and use the 
wave turbulence theory to generate wave power spectrum. As with many models associated 





waves are not present initially, but they only result from wave turbulence cascading energy 
from low-frequency waves. We will combine our WPK code with the turbulence code. We 
can also add the effects from the expansion of the structure of the magnetic field inside the 
coronal holes, since the expansion moves the energy of a particle from the perpendicular 
motion to the parallel motion and accelerates the solar wind.
5.2 The Interactions between Turbulent Fast Magnetosonic Waves and
Electrons in Solar Flares
One of the leading models for electron acceleration in solar flares is stochastic particle 
acceleration (SPA) by weakly turbulent fast magnetosonic waves (“fast waves”). As in SPA 
models, large-scale flows triggered by magnetic reconnection excite large-wavelength fast 
waves, and fast-wave energy then cascades from large wavelengths to small wavelengths. 
Electron acceleration by large-wavelength fast waves is weak, and so the model relies upon 
the small-wavelength waves produced by the turbulent cascade. In order for the model 
to work, the energy cascade time for large-wavelength fast waves must be shorter than 
the time required for the waves to propagate out of the solar-flare acceleration region. In 
chapter 3, we solve the wave kinetic equation for fast waves in weak turbulence theory, 
supplemented with a homogeneous wave-loss term. We find that the amplitude of large- 
wavelength fast waves must exceed a minimum threshold in order for a significant fraction 
of the wave energy to cascade to small wavelengths before the waves leave the acceleration 
region. We evaluate this threshold as a function of the dominant wavelength of the fast 
waves that are initially excited by reconnection outflows. To gain further insight into the 
effects of wave escape on electron acceleration by fast waves in solar flares, it will be 
important to obtain stronger constraints on Ut/UB and Lf/Lc in flares. One way to obtain 
such constraints is through numerical simulations of magnetic reconnection, outflows, and 
large-scale magnetic structure in solar flares.
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Despite the large amount of energy lost by wave escape, the remaining may be still 
sufficient to accelerate electrons. In Chapter 4, we develop a stochastic particle acceler­
ation model in which electrons are energized by transit-time-damping (TTD) interactions 
with weakly turbulent fast waves. The quasilinear theory and weak turbulence theory are 
employed to describe the time evolution of the electron distribution function / e and the fast- 
wave power spectrum F The use of weak turbulence theory allows us to avoid introducing 
an adjustable free parameter into the energy cascade rate. We numerically solve the related 
equations for / e in p± — py space and in k± — space. The main difference between 
our model and previous SPA models is that we take the anisotropy of both f e and into 
account within one analysis. Our results show that the anisotropy of f e causes the number 
of accelerated electrons to be much less than that from isotropic SPA models. Therefore, 
we conclude that the efficiency of TTD depends on how electrons are re-distributed or 
scattered to gain higher p± by an additional process, such as Coulomb collisions or the 
scattering by whistler waves.
In this work, we consider also Coulomb collisions. Our results show that the inter­
play between TTD and Coulomb collisions cause the electron distribution function f e to 
approach a specific characteristic form. The value of f e is maximized at a specific pitch 
angle at which TTD time scale and scattering time scale are equal, as shown by the black 
line in Figure 4-5. Since electrons tend to be around the line, the time scale on the line 
controls the number of accelerated electrons as described in Chapter 4. We are then able 
to derive approximate expression for Emax. In addition to Emax, we derive approximate 
analytic expressions for Ent representing the lowest non-thermal energy of electrons.
The efficiency of the acceleration depends on how a flare maintains heat from the in­
teractions. Simulation Al, A2 show a small amount of energy is transferred to electrons 
because is suppressed from growing by the fixed Te in the collision term. As a result, 
fewer number of electrons are accelerated. As verified by Simulations A3 and A4, if heat
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can be kept well inside the acceleration region, higher number of electrons are accelerated 
since (3e grows. The time evolution of N(E) in our simulations is qualitatively similar to 
the time evolution of the hard x-ray spectrum 1(E) in the June 27, 1980 flare reported by 
Lin et al. (1981). However, our model has not yet advanced to the point of reproducing 
x-ray spectra because we have not considered the escape of electrons from the acceleration 
region. We have also neglected the escape of fast waves from the acceleration region (see 
Pongkitiwanichakul et al. (2012) & Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion of wave escape) 
and resonance broadening in wave-particle interactions (Shalchi et al., 2004; Shalchi & 
Schlickeiser, 2004; Yan & Lazarian, 2008; Lynn et al., 2012).
Considering the parameter sets we have tested thus far in the simulations, significant 
amounts of the power injected into fast waves at small k cascades to k > Dp/va, where other 
non-MHD mechanisms, such as pitch-angle scattering by whistler waves, are required. 
However, those non-MHD effects are completely neglected in our analysis and our model 
therefore only explains the effects of fast-magnetosonic waves at k < Dp/va-
In future research, our model would include all of the neglected processes mentioned 
above. Another useful direction for future research is to determine the amplitude of fast- 
wave turbulence in solar flares using large-scale direct numerical simulations. Since the 
turbulence amplitude determines the interaction time scale in SPA models, a specification 
of this amplitude would give more careful tests of SPA models.
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